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GENERAL BRIEFING
•

•

•

Summary on EMP
-

PMSCD consultant supports the Quang Tri PMU and the CSC in environment supervision
during the construction phase in Dong Ha and Lao Bao.

-

A Site Environmental Management Plan has been submitted by all contractors to CSC and
PMU. All plans have been approved.

-

Compliance with environmental safety under Loan Agreement is guaranteed.

-

The preparation of environmental safety report of CSC has been fully implemented. However,
some contractors have not submitted periodic reporting as per schedule.

-

Remedial measures in the updated Site EMP of each subproject are carried out by the
Contractors in the field, essentially meeting the compliance requirements.

-

Some of remedial measures have not been fully complied with, which were documented by
the PMU and the IMO, requesting for remedial actions.

-

CSC implements the quarterly environmental monitoring, environmental quality analysis,
preparation of environment quality monitoring report and submit to the PMU.

-

Monitoring of Contractors’ EMP compliance is carried out daily/weekly by the construction
supervision consultant (CS) through visual inspection in the field. PMU staffs also conduct
periodic or unscheduled monitoring at the site. The Contractors’ environmental management
effectiveness was assessed by the safety supervisor and the environmental monitoring officer
of the CS through weekly site visits and the results of periodical environmental monitoring.

-

In this reporting period, the environmental effects monitoring program for 3 Packages (DH-UR
ICB, LB-UR ICB and DH-RE) was implemented in March 2018. Package DH-MRF has been
completed; hence, there is no sample to analyze. The results of the analysis of environmental
parameters show that they are within the allowable limits.

-

Public consultation on environmental issues was conducted in April 2018 and focused on the
impacts of on-site construction on environmental factors. Consultation results are presented in
Section V.

Key issues, remedial actions implemented and complaints
-

Dust pollution control on service roads through residential areas should be strengthened by
contractors.

-

The issue of the lack of licenses for the exploitation of soil pit of contractors has been
requested many times by CSC but it is still outstanding.

-

The issue of acceptance of dumping waste of contractors is reviewed and solved by CSC and
the PMU in this reporting period.

-

DH-RE Contractor's Site Environmental Management Plan has been approved.

-

Work safety and community have been monitored, performed well and there was no incident.

-

The CS examined the implementation of Contractors' remedial measures and daily
environmental efficiency; provided site instructions for adjustments and additions to activities if
the Contractors’ remedial measures are not met.

-

Noted complaints about environment which are being solved by the PMU;

-

Hazardous waste storage is checked and contractors are requested to take more seriously.

-

The traffic safety management should be improved in the urban road construction Packages.

Key activities planned in the next reporting period
-

Approval of the Site Environmental Management Plan of Solid Waste Collection and
Treatment System in Huong Hoa district (LB-LF);

-

Training on environmental monitoring and report requirements for contractors of LB-LF
package;

-

Supervision of handing over the site and environmental landscape for complete bidding
packages.
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•

-

Establishment and implementation of a monitoring program every 3 months for the routes
where the construction is in progress.

-

The CS should strengthen monitoring the Contractors’ compliance with the SEMP.

-

PMSCD consultant finalizes the environmental management guideline for infrastructure
development projects and submits to the PMU.

Comments
-

Up to the monitoring time, 05 Packages were being implemented. The DHF-MRF Package
was substantially completed; testing operation is ongoing and the subproject is going to be
handed over, hence, there are not many environmental issues to monitor.

-

The urban road packages are characterized by extensive work in partly densely populated
areas. Therefore, the contractors have suffered from many difficulties to meet completely the
measures to reduce the dust pollution.

-

The Contractors have taken measures to minimize environmental impact and ensure safety at
sites but they are not thoroughly.

-

CSC monitors and requires the implementation closely and specifically.

-

The QT PMU should strengthen their management role and coordinate with CSC in requesting
contractors to implement environment and safety measures.
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I.

PROJECT OVERVIEW, GENERAL ON SAFEGUARD ISSUES

1. Project overview
1.
The improved transport links among the Greater Mekong Sub-region (GMS) countries have
been strengthening urban connections and building a firm base for people, goods and services more
efficiently. This pre-requisite condition also contributes significantly to the enhancement of trade in the
border districts and town corridors. The cities and towns along the Southern Economic Corridor (SEC)
that links Vietnam with Cambodia and the East-West Economic Corridor (EWEC) that connects
Vietnam with the Lao PDR are strategically located and acting as active growth engines for investment
and economic development. Despite the enormous economic opportunities available, urban corridors
are facing challenges in meeting urban infrastructure needs and the necessary support services for
the rapid urban population growth and expansion of urban areas. Given the favorable environment for
developing local strategic economies, providing sufficient infrastructure and institutional capacity to
manage future development, the urban corridors are expected to attract investments from the public
sector into the urban environmental infrastructure and at the same time encourages private investment
that is interested in investing in urban economic infrastructure.
2.

The GMS project in Quang Tri Province consists of 5 sub-projects:
(i). Subproject of Dong Ha urban roads.

-

Location: Dong Ha city

-

Construction of 6 roads, 18.9 km in length.

(ii). Subproject of Hieu River Embankment in Dong Ha city

-

Location: Dong Ha city

-

Construction of 3 sections, 6.01 km in length

(iii). Subproject of Lao Bao urban roads

-

Location: Khe Sanh town and Lao Bao town.

-

Construction of 5 works, 13,942.87 m in length

(iv). Dong Ha Material Recycle Facility

-

Location: Dong Ha city.

-

Technical infrastructure, grade IV, construction area 0.24 ha.

(v). The subproject of Solid Waste Collection and Treatment System in Huong Hoa district.

-

Location: Tan Thanh commune, Huong Hoa district.

-

Summary scale: Technical infrastructure, grade III, including 3 items:
÷ Access road to the landfill: 4.8 km in length
÷ 22kV Line - 4.8km long and a substation.
÷ Landfill: 4.86ha.

(vi) Lighting system

-

Type and level of works: Technical infrastructure lighting works:
÷ Construction and installation of urban lighting systems for the roads Dong Ha, Lao
Bao and Hieu River Embankment of Dong Ha city with a total length of 42,144.0m.

2. Project progress
(i) Construction Packages
3.
There are 7 civil works packages for 5 subprojects in Dong Ha and Lao Bao as described in
Table below.
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Table 1. Civil work Packages, including Codes
No.

Name of Packages

Code

1

ICB Dong Ha Urban roads (including Thanh Nien road, Ward 2 to
Dong Luong and Dong Le road)

DH-UR ICB

2

NCB Dong Ha Urban roads (including Hoang Dieu, Ba Trieu, Truong
Chinh and Le Thanh Tong roads)

DH-UR NCB

3

ICB Lao Bao Urban roads

LB-UR ICB

4

Dong Ha Material Recycle Facility

DH-MRF

5

Hieu River Embankment - Dong Ha city

DH-RE

6

Solid Waste Collection and Treatment System in Huong Hoa district

LB-LF

7

Construction and Installation of Lighting systems

LS NCB

4.
Package DH-UR ICB Dong Ha Urban roads (including Thanh Nien road, Ward 2 to Dong
Luong and Dong Le road): The contract was signed on 09/9/2016. The Notice to Proceed and field
mobilization were issued on 24/12/2016. By the end of June 2018, the Contractor has been in the
construction for 18 months. Tentative completion date of works is Q4/2018.
5.
Package DH-UR NCB Dong Ha Urban roads (including Hoang Dieu, Ba Trieu, Truong Chinh
and Le Thanh Tong roads): The contract was signed on 05 April 2017. The Notice to Proceed and
field mobilization were issued on 29/09/2017. The expected completion time is Quarter 4/2018.
6.
Package LB-UR ICB Lao Bao and Khe Sanh Urban roads: The contract was signed on
28/12/2016. The Notice to Proceed and field mobilization were issued on 27/3/2017. By the end of
June 2018, the Contractor has been in the construction for 15 months. Tentative completion date of
works is Q1/2019.
7.
Package DH-MRF Dong Ha Material Recycle Facility: The contract was signed on 21/02/2017.
The Notice to Proceed and field mobilization were issued on 05/5/2017. By June 2018, the works has
completed civil work items, operated and tested. The works will be tentatively handed over the
operating unit in June 2018.
8.
Package DH-RE Hieu River Embankment - Dong Ha city: Currently 3.2km/6km on the total
length of the route have been handed-over, including: The entire Section I (North bank, downstream of
Dong Ha bridge); Section III (South bank, downstream of Dong Ha bridge, however, 75m section from
the starting point have still encumbered); Section IIa (South bank, upstream of Dong Ha bridge, from
the starting point to railway bridge, 700m has been handed over) and Section IIb (South bank,
upstream of Dong Ha bridge, section from railway bridge to Dong Ha market, 500m from Thanh Nien
Bridge to Dong Ha Market has been handed over) on the total length of road section is 6km. The
works has commenced on 2 October 2017, the plan of handing over works is Q1/2019.
9.
Package LB-LF Solid Waste Collection and Treatment System in Huong Hoa district:
Currently, the PMU is implementing the bidding evaluation. The works are expected to start in the
quarter 3 of 2018.
10.
Package LS-NCB Construction and Installation of Lighting systems: Currently, the PMU has
finalized the bid evaluation process and contract was awarded in April 2018. The works has
commenced in April 2018 and tentative completion date is in Q1/2019.
(ii) Consulting Services Packages
11.
Package CSC The Construction Supervision and Equipment Installation Consulting:
implemented by Kunhwa Engineering & Consulting Co.Ltd since 28/9/2016 to assist the PMU in
supervision of awarded subprojects.
12.
Package IMO The Independent Monitoring: implemented by Consulting and Human
Resources Development Co.,Ltd (CHR Co.,Ltd) since 01 December 2015 to monitor the activities
related to land acquisition, compensation, resettlement and environmental issues starting from
01/2018.
13. Package PMSCD The Project Management Consultancy and Training Capacity Development
(PMSCD): implemented by the association of Fichtner - Anycon - Dohwa since 12 November
2014. PMSCD mobilized international and national experts to support PMU in professional areas
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such as engineering, resettlement, environment, training, monitoring and evaluation. Since May
2018, PMSCD consultant has been assigned to additional task of support the PMU to implement
Dong Ha Master Plan.
14.
Package The Financial Auditing Package: implemented by Vietnam Auditing and Evaluation
Company Limited (VAE) since 09 June 2016. The Consultant performs on the basis of auditing the
annual financial statements of the PMU, providing additional audit opinions and Management Letters.
15.
Package Dong Ha Urban Master Plan Package: The joint venture between Nippon Koei
Company (Japan) and Nippon Koei Vietnam International Company Limited has implemented the
services since 03 May 2017. The Consultant mobilizes international experts and national experts to
support the IA in implementing the Master Planning of Dong Ha city by 2030 with a vision to 2050.
Table 2. Project overview, summary of project progress
Safeguard Categories
per ADB’s SPS 2009:

Environment

B

Indigenous People

C

Involuntary
Resettlement

A

Reporting period:

From January to June 2018

Previous reporting
date:

30 /01 / 2018
•
•

Key activities from
previous reporting
period:

•

•
Reported by:

Awarding: See Section 5 for Civil Works Packages
Work progress (% physical completion): see details in the table
below
Status of approval of safety issues/licenses/agreements:
monitoring compliance with mitigation measure to minimize
environmental impacts caused by construction activities;
Completing the environmental procedures of the LBUR Concrete
Batching Plant, reviewing the procedures of disposal areas for
LBUR, DH-RE, DH-UR packages.
Conducting training courses: see Section VI for details

PMU Quang Tri/PMSCD

Table 3. General progress of the Project
No.

Code

DED/Consultancy

Bidding

Construction
progress

1

DH-MRF

100%

100%

100%

2

DH-UR ICB

100%

100%

65%

DH- UR NCB

100%

100%

20%

3

DH-RE

100%

100%

17.6%

4

LB-LF

100%

100%

0%

5

LB-UR ICB

100%

90%

100%

6

LB-UR ICB

100%

100%

56.7%

7

LS NCB

100%

100%

0%

100%

98.5%

37%

Progress

General progress

78.5%

3. Institutional arrangements for EMP implementation
16.
The institutional structure and responsibilities of stakeholders in the implementation of the
EMP are set out in Section VII. Institutional structures and responsibilities in updated Environmental
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Management Plans have been approved by the ADB. With regard to environmental safeguards, the
Implementing Agency issued Decision No.123/QD-SKH-VP on 12 August 2016 establishing an
Environmental Working Group consisting of four persons to ensure the environmental management
plan to be implemented in all investment components. In addition, the PMSCD mobilized
environmental experts to assist the Environmental Working Group in implementing the project's
environmental safeguards.
17.
Responsibilities of Execution Agencies, Implementing Agencies, PMU, Construction
Supervision Consultant (CS), PMSDC, IMO, Contractors in the implementation of the EMP are
described in the table below.
Table 4. Responsibilities of stakeholders in implementation of EMP
Name of Agency

Responsibilities

Execution Agency
(Quang Tri PPC)

1. Management in terms of guidelines for the project
2. Approval of important decisions such as procurement plan, DED ...

Implementation Agency
- Quang Tri DPI

Responsibilities of the Department of Planning and Investment:
1. Direct the PMU to ensure compliance with the loan contract and approve
important decisions for the project such as approving the bidding documents;
awarding decision
2. Approval of proposed activities in case of adverse financial audits or
monitoring and evaluation reports.
Responsibilities of the PMU:
1. Submit quarterly and annual reports of subproject to ADB, including
reports related to the implementation of the Environmental
Management Plan;
2. Ensure the compliance with the implementation of the subproject in
accordance with ADB's environmental and social guidelines and;
3. Coordinate and supervise the implementation of PMU's activities
including environmental protection activities;
4. Coordination of capacity development program of Project
Management Unit (PMU),
5. Perform periodical quality control inspections of project items,
6. Popularisation of Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM)
7. Monitoring Contractors in their implementing the Environmental
Management Plan;
8. Ensure Environmental Management Plan is incorporated in the
detailed design and civil contracts;

Contractors

1. Implement the requirements of the Environmental Management Plan and
related reporting requirements;
2. Develop and submit a specific Site Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
to meet the requirements of the Environmental Management Plan (EMP);
3. Obtain necessary permits for construction of the components;
4. Appoint a full-time qualified staff to coordinate the implementation of the
Environmental Management Plan (EMP), including environmental, health
and safety issues;
5. Cooperate with the PMU to resolve complaints under the Grievance
Redress Mechanism.
6. Appoint environmental officers, who will be responsible for ensuring
remedial measures and the Environmental Management Plan (EMP) is
implemented and reported regularly.

Construction
Supervision Consultant
(CS)

1. The CSC is responsible for monitoring the number of remedial measures for
environmental protection.
2. Review site management and site safety plans in accordance with approved
safety plans, contractual obligations and current regulations.
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Name of Agency

Responsibilities

Independent Monitoring
Organization (IMO)

1. Evaluate the environmental status of the project/subproject areas and
provide independent, periodic assessment of the compliance with
environmental protection during project implementation through monitoring
of Impacts and Compliance;
2. Assist the IA to carry out community consultation with APs and other
relevant stakeholders and documentation of the consultative results in the
periodic monitoring reports;
3. Identify relevant areas for biodiversity conservation and environmentally
sensitive areas; provide measures to prevent and protect these areas;
4. Prepare semiannual environment monitoring reports to ADB.

4. EMP updates
18.
An updated Environmental Management Plan is required for all subprojects. By the end of
December 2017, all EMP were submitted and approved by ADB. Particularly, Lighting System
package is classified as category C on environmental impacts, therefore, according to ADB's policies,
Environmental Management Plan does need to be prepared. The time for approval of updated
environmental management plans for each specific subproject is shown in the table below.
Table 5. Updating and Approval of EMPs
Dong Ha

Approval time of
updated EMPs

Requirements on EMP in the Bidding
Documents and Contracts

DH-RE –
Hieu
River
Embankment in
Dong Ha city

November 2016

In the EMP, there is an Appendix: The Specific
Conditions (For Bidding Documents - Appendix D)
specify the terms included in the Bidding Documents.
The updated EMPs are included in the Bidding
documents, under DKC 2.3 (j) in Chapter IX: The
Specific Conditions of Contract and will form part of the
contract being prepared for signing between Project
Owner and Contractors.

DH-MRF
–
Dong
Ha
Material
Recycle Facility

October 2016

In the EMP, there is an Appendix: The Specific
Conditions (For Bidding Documents - Appendix D)
specify the terms included in the Bidding Documents.
The updated EMPs are included in the Bidding
documents, under DKC 2.3 (j) in Chapter IX: The
Specific Conditions of Contract and formed part of the
contract
No.2969-05/2016-CW-04
(NCB)
dated
21/02/2017.

DH-UR – Dong
Ha
Urban
roads

July 2016

1. Dong Ha ICB Urban road Package (DH-UR ICB): the
updated uEMP formed part of Contract No.296902/2016-DH1-UR (ICB) dated 09/09/2016.
2. Dong Ha NCB Urban road Package: the uEMP was
attached in the Bidding Documents, under DKC 2.3 (j)
in Chapter IX: The Specific Conditions of Contract and
formed part of the contract No.2969-03/2016-DH2UR/1B (NCB) dated 05 April 2017.

Lao Bao
LB-UR – Lao
Bao
Urban
roads

July 2016

The uEMP formed part of Contract
01/2015/LB-UR (ICB) dated 28/12/2016.

LB-LF – Solid
Waste
Collection and
Treatment

March 2017

In the EMP, there is an Appendix: The Specific
Conditions (For Bidding Documents - Appendix D)
specify the terms included in the Bidding Documents.
The updated EMPs are included in the Bidding

No.2969-
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System
Huong
district

in
Hoa

LSNCB
–
Construction
and Installation
of
Lighting
System

documents, under DKC 2.3 (j) in Chapter IX: The
Specific Conditions of of Contract and will form part of
the contract. The Bid evaluation process is on-going.
no EMP required

5. Contractor EMPs
19.
The Specific Conditions for the Bidding Documents in the updated EMP clearly state that
Contractors must prepare a Site Environmental Management Plan to fully meet the updated EMP
approved by ADB. Contractors must include the Action Plan in their bids to commit to understand and
comply with the IFC Environmental Health and Safety Directive (2007).
Table 6. Summary of Site Environmental Management Plans of Contractors that were submitted
and approved

II.

Code

Date of submission and
approval of SEMPs

No.

Name of Packages

1

ICB Dong Ha Urban roads (including Thanh
Nien road, Ward 2 to Dong Luong and Dong
Le road)

DH-UR ICB

Submitted on 17/01/2017
Approved on 13/02/2017

2

NCB Dong Ha Urban roads (including Hoang
Dieu, Ba Trieu, Truong Chinh and Le Thanh
Tong roads)

DH-UR NCB

Submitted on 26/05/2017
Approved on 26/9/2017

3

ICB Lao Bao Urban roads

LB-UR ICB

Submitted on 5/4/2017
Approved on 10/4/2017

4

Dong Ha Material Recycle Facility

DH-MRF

Approved on 29/5/2017

5

Hieu River Embankment - Dong Ha city

DH-RE

Approved on 10 January 2018

6

Solid Waste Collection and
System in Huong Hoa district

LB-LF

Bid evaluation on-going

7

Construction and Installation of Lighting
systems

LS NCB

Awarded in April 2018. The
contractor does not prepare
SEMP, however, in the field
construction plan, there will be
integration of measures to
ensure safety and health of
worker and community.

Treatment

MONITORING OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION

1. Current implementation of EMP (remedial measures)
20.
During the reporting period, four construction Packages were being implemented: DH-UR ICB,
DH-UR NCB, DH-MRF and LB-UR ICB. DH-MRF package was substantially completed; installation of
machinery and equipment and operation test to prepare for the handing over to the operation unit was
ongoing.
21.
The DH-MRF package is going to be handed over the operating unit so there are only two
issues related to the implementation of Environmental Management Plan. This is a test operation to
ensure that the noise is within acceptable limits and fill temporary wells in locations not suitable to
avoid pollution of groundwater resources, and new wells to be drilled to supply water to the works.
22.
The DH-UR ICB Contractor prepared SEMP and submitted to the PMU for approval. The
mitigation requirements are complied or partially complied. Some requirements such as material
gathering due to objective conditions are limited so they do not meet the requirements. The
minimization of dust cannot be fully complied with due to the fact that the roads under construction are
also the transportation routes in the area, so in addition to the construction equipment of the
Contractor themself, there are also means of transport of local people and construction vehicles of
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other Contractors. The contractor has made a commitment to local authorities to ensure the speed of
the means of transportation of materials on some roads to ensure safety and reduce dust. Completing
and submitting the license for the exploitation of soil pit of the contractor has not met the progress. In
addition, the labor protection and waste collection of waste is not 100% guaranteed.
23.
Similar issues in transport also occurred in the LB-UR ICB Package. The Contractor has
made great efforts to ensure traffic safety throughout the route in Lao Bao and Khe Sanh, not to occur
any problems. However, the problem of dust on service roads is not guaranteed. The contractor's
hazardous waste management has not fully complied with the procedures. License for the exploitation
of soil pit has not met the requirements. Signboard system of the contractor is not maintained in the
best condition
24.
Package DH-UR NCB: The safety issues on the routes are ensured. Project information sign
boards, site signage and camps are erected in convinient locations but it is not maintained adequately
and lack of signal light at night. However, solid waste management on site and at the camp should be
undertaken more seriously by the contractor. Location of the contractor's camp (Thanh An Company)
at the bridge's pier over Hoang Dieu Road is not reasonable. The contractor also did not have
sufficient records of soil pit to meet the demand for land filling on the site and HIV training for workers
has not implemented.
25.
DH-RE Hieu River Embankment: The contractor has not maintained the adequate signboard
system, signal lights on the site, the cleanup, spraying water to reduce dust is limited. The site
adjacent to the surface water should limit the waste water from the site flowing into the river should be
paid attention specially, especially the rainy season. The problem of labor protection, safety inspection
equipment before the construction is not 100% guaranteed. The contractor has not yet trained the
workers.
26.
The construction site of the packages are wide, located in two different locations Dong Ha and
Lao Bao, so the environmental monitoring of consultants are also difficult.
27.
Table 9 summarizes remedial measures implemented by Contractors from 1/2018 to 6/2018.
The assessment of the effectiveness of environmental management measures by Contractors is
based on the level of compliance with Environmental Management Measures in the updated EMP.
28.
The issues for further action from the previous reporting period are summarized in Table 10.
Issues are identified in the assessment of the compliance with the implementation of Remedial
measures in the updated EMP. If a requirement is fully complied, there is usually no further action
required.
Table 7. Compliance with requirements in the EMP (Environmental effectiveness)
Requirements as in
EMP

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

Issues that need
further actions

1. DH-UR ICB
1.1. Soil contamination:
concrete mixing plants,
use of asphalt,
construction wastes,
rock loading and
unloading from the sites
and mines.

Complied.
Contractors use asphalt
to sweep culvert pipes,
not to drop, spill;
construction wastes are
collected and
transported from the
site. No spillage
incidents were noted.
Contractors have
obtained permits to
operate concrete mixing
plants.
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Requirements as in
EMP

Compliance status

1.2. Ground Water
resources pollution:
workers' daily activities,
storage of materials,
concrete mixing plants,
the use of asphalt, waste
water from the
construction sites.

Partially complied.
Workers are wellequipped with full
accommodations and
good hygienic
conditions, without
affecting the water
sources.
Contractors plan to buy
materials and use them
immediately, limiting the
backlog of materials on
the site.
The Contractor has set
up coffer-dam when
carrying out the stone
embankment and Ong
Niem bridge to reduce
impact on surface water.

1.3. Social issues,
security and order

Complied.
There has been no
problem of security or
disorder during the
reporting period.

1.4. Air pollution (dust
and noise) caused by
purchasing,
transportation of raw
materials, waste,
concrete mixing plants
road construction (subbase, base, asphalt)

1.5. Solid waste
management (domestic
solid waste, construction
solid and liquid waste)

(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

Issues that need
further actions

Due to limited site
space, raw materials
are collected near the
water source, which
can cause pollution
when it rains. Rain
water drains pollutants
into the water source.

Cover unused
materials, stored on
shelves in high and
dry places.

Complied.
Materials are transported
on covered trucks.
The construction
equipment undergoes
periodical maintenance
and technical inspection
according to the
regulations of the
authorities.
Regularly water the site
to reduce dust.
The Concrete Batching
Plant is operated in
accordance with the
process licensed.

Many connection
roads have both the
means of
transportation and
other units are
traveling so the
irrigation water to
minimize dust and
clean up shouldn't be
ensured 100%.

The contractor should
enhance the watering
to minimize dust and
clean up of the
external connection
bridges which
contractors used as
service road.

Partially complied.

Due to occasional
technical breakdowns
of construction
equipment during
construction.

Leakage waste must
be collected and
treated immediately
upon detection.
Check machinery
before daily
operation.
Periodical
Maintenance of
machines.

Domestic waste is
collected and treated by
the Urban Environment
Company.
The Contractor arranges
garbage bins on site; the
containers of hazardous
wastes such as oil and
grease are reused.
There is still leakage of
liquid waste from the
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Requirements as in
EMP

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

Issues that need
further actions

construction means but
less occurs.
1.6. Management of soil
and stones uploaded
downloaded from
construction sites and
mines.

Partially complied.
The contractor has the
contract of waste
disposal and treatment
with Dong Ha Urban
Environment Company
The quantity of fill-soil on
the site exceeded the
total quantity of pits
submitted.

The contractor has not
finalized the
procedures for
submission of license
for the exploitation of
pit to CSC

The land mines
submitted by the
Contractor now meet
about 70% of the
total land requirement
for the whole
Package. Requesting
Contractor to submit
additional land mines.

1.7. Road safety
management

Partially complied
Inadequate manhole
locations are not
ensured safety.
Precast components
such as concrete drains,
curbs are scattered on
the route, gathering at
some weak ground
locations: the risk of
obstructing sightseeing
(especially at night),
slipping off the main
road.

The contractor should
ensure the speed
control of the means
of transportation of
materials when
traveling through
residential areas.
Transportation
roadmap through
Ward 2 should comply
with the commitments
agreed at the meeting
on 4 April 2018
chaired by People's
Committee of Ward 2
(Bui Thi Xuan Nguyen Thuong Hien Dang Dung). The
contractor should
remedy themselves
the traffic safety at the
position of foudation
filling has not
completed. Arrange
danger warning
system.

Develop a traffic
safety management
plan; arrange
personnel
responsible for
guiding traffic safety
in areas where there
are no signs.
Fencing manholes
which do not have
covers is required.
Accelerate the
construction
progress, not to
scatter components
on the route as the
status.

1.9. Safety and
Community/Occupational
Health

Complied partly.
At construction camps,
the Contractor provided
first aid medical
cabinets.
Workers and technicians
receive annual health
checks.
Workers are periodically
allocated labor
protection and trained on
safety.

The use of labor
protection equipments
in construction has not
guaranteed 100%.
Occupational health
care programs need to
be continued to
implement.
Electric safety, cables,
crane hooks have not
guaranteed 100%.

Complied electrical
safety on site: electric
wires are hung at
least 2m from the
ground floor; electric
wires cross the road
must be installed in
technical pipes;
breaker located far
from water and
covered.
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Requirements as in
EMP
1.11. Construction
camps

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

Issues that need
further actions

Many service roads
are local roads, so it is
difficult to water to
reduce the dust

Regularly watering
the site and service
roads to reduce dust.

Complied.
Construction camps are
solidly assembled
houses.
There are regulations at
camp sites, information
signs of the project and
the Package, fire
extinguishers, fire
extinguish guideline,
first-aid kits.
Hygienic bathroom,
kitchen, are also fully
equipped.

2.DH-UR NCB
2.1. Soil contamination:
concrete mixing plants,
bitumen use,
construction waste,
stone/soil loading and
unloading from the site
and mining from mines.

Complied.
Contractor use bitumen
to sweep sewers, not to
fall construction waste.
Construction waste is
collected and
transported from the site,
no spillage incident.
Contractor has licence to
operate the concrete
mixing plant.

2.2. Surface water
pollution due to workers'
daily activities, storage of
raw materials, concrete
mixing plants, asphalt
use, waste water from
construction site.

Complied.
Workers are wellequipped with hygienic
conditions and do not
affect the water source.
The Contractor has
plans to buy materials
and use them
immediately, limiting
backlog of raw materials
on the site.

2.3. Social issues,
security and order

Complied.
There are no problems
of security in the
reporting period.

2.4. Air pollution (dust
and noise) caused by
purchasing,
transportation of raw
materials, waste,
concrete mixing plants
road construction (subbase, base, asphalt)

Complied.
Materials are transported
on covered trucks.
The construction
equipment undergoes
periodical maintenance
and technical inspection
according to the
regulations of the
authorities.
Regularly water the site
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Requirements as in
EMP

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

Issues that need
further actions

to reduce dust.
The Concrete Batching
Plant is operated in
accordance with the
process licensed.
2.5. Solid waste
management (domestic
solid waste, construction
solid and liquid waste)

Partially complied
The contractor has
signed a contract with
Gio Linh Urban
Environment Company
to collect construction
waste

Domestic waste of
workers has not fully
collected.
Hazardous waste has
not properly managed.

Request to comply
with solid waste
management as
mentioned in the
SEMP.
Domestic waste must
be collected and
transported
periodically by the
Urban Environmental
Unit.
Hazardous waste
(waste bitumen,
exhausted fuel tanks)
must be stored in
high-roofed areas
and transported by
hazardous waste
treatment unit.

2.6. Management of soil
and stones uploaded
downloaded from
construction sites and
mines.

Partially complied

The mines are
licensed by the
competent agency as
prescribed. The CS
has refused approving
the mines due to no
licensing procedures
by state management
agencies as
prescribed.

The land mines
submitted by the
Contractor now meet
about 60% of the
total land requirement
for the whole
Package. Requesting
Contractor to submit
additional land mines.

2.7. Road safety
management

Partially complied

Traffic signage system
has not been fully
maintained. The
speed of
transportation of
material through
residential areas has
not been strictly
controlled Precast
components have not
been neatly arranged,
impeded and causing
unsafe for people and
vehicles

Request for
arrangement of
safety officer on site.
Arranging precast
components located
along the curb.
Maintain a complete
signage system

2.8. Construction of
drainage system on
contruction site

Partially complied
Contractor has
temporary drainage
ditches, sewage flows
directly to the river
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Requirements as in
EMP

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

Issues that need
further actions

2.9. Discovery of Cultural
Heritages

There is no detection
during construction.

2.10. Safety and
Community/Occupational
Health

Partially complied.
At construction camps,
the Contractor provided
first aid medical
cabinets.
Workers and technicians
receive annual health
checks.
Workers are periodically
allocated labor
protection and trained on
safety.

The contractor has not
implemented the HIV
AIDS education
program for workers
Labor protection
equipments has not
been ensured 100%

The contractor
prepares a plan to
launch an HIV AIDS
education program
for workers during
June 2018

2.11.Construction camps

Partially complied
Camps have site rules,
fire extinguishers, fire
comment regulation, first
aid medicine cabinets.

The camp's places of
Thanh An Contractor
located under the Hieu
river bridge is not
suitable for the
location

Should contact local
authorities to find
other locations to set
up camps for
workers.

2.12 Environmental
safety reporting regime

Partially complied

Contractors do not
submit weekly report
on environmental
safety timely

Submit weekly
reports on time so
that having timely
corrective measures
to be taken on site

3.1. Management of soil
and stones uploaded
downloaded from
construction sites and
mines

Partially complied
Stone pits are licensed
by the competent
authority in accordance
with regulations

Contractors submit
soil pits but the
quantity has not
enough to meet the
demand for fill-soil of
the package

The contractor should
supplement and
finalize the license for
the exploitation of soil
pit. CSC has not
approved the
payment documents
on quantity when
contractors has not
fully submitted the
license.

3.2.Discovery of Cultural
Heritages

There is no detection

3.3.Solid waste
management (domestic
solid waste, construction
solid and liquid waste)

Partially complied
Domestic waste is
collected and processed
by Urban Environment
Company.
The contractor has
submitted the document
on waste disposal
positions with unsuitable
land (organic loading
land, replacement land)
and approved by Lao
Bao Townlet PC.

The contractor's
hazardous waste
storage needs to be
compliant to more
closely.

Hazardous waste
management: Having
a hazardous waste
log book and
checking the daily
storage, assigning
the person
responsible for the
specific tasks

3. LB-UR ICB
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Requirements as in
EMP

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

Issues that need
further actions

3.4.Air pollution (dust
and noise) caused by
purchasing,
transportation of raw
materials, waste,
concrete mixing plants
road construction (subbase, base, asphalt)

Partially complied
Materials are transported
on covered trucks.
The construction
equipment undergoes
periodical maintenance
and technical inspection
according to the
regulations of the
authorities.
The concrete mixing
plant at the riverbank
road of the Contractor
was approved by the
PMU in the document
dated 4/12/2017 (please
see details in the
appendix to this report).

3.5.Soil contamination:
concrete mixing plants,
use of asphalt,
construction wastes,
rock loading and
unloading from the sites
and mines

Partially complied
No spilling issues
occurred

At Concrete Batching
Plant, sedimentation
tank has been
renovated; wastewater
was collected from
Concrete Batching
Plant to sedimentation
tank. However, after a
while, the
sedimentation tank
was not functioning,
the water spills to the
site.

Contractors need to
have measures to
collect wastewater,
re-operate the
sedimentation tank
so that wastewater
does not spill to the
site. CSC should
supervise the
implementation of
contractor.

3.6. Road safety
management

Partially complied.

Due to long
construction time,
traffic sign boards and
fences has been
broken, lost

Maintaining traffic
sign boardsystems,
fences in the best
condition, inspection,
replacement.

3.7. Social issues,
security and order

Complied. There has
been no problem of
security or disorder
during the reporting
period.

3.8. Surface water
pollution due to workers’
daily activities, storage of
raw materials, concrete
mixing plants, asphalt
use, waste water from
construction site

Complied
Workers are wellequipped with hygienic
conditions and do not
affect the water source.
The Contractor has
plans to buy materials
and use them
immediately, limiting
backlog of raw materials
on the site.

At Concrete Batching
Plant, sedimentation
tank has been
renovated; wastewater
was collected from
Concrete Batching
Plant to sedimentation
tank. However, after a
while, the
sedimentation tank
was not functioning,
the water spills to the

Contractors need to
have measures to
collect wastewater,
re-operate
sedimentation tank
so that wastewater
does not spill to the
site. CSC should
supervise the
implementation of
contractors

However, the site is
the traffic route in the
area, in addition to the
construction means of
the Contractor there
are other means
vehicle of people.
The area of the mixing
plants of Se Pon river
road in Lao Bao town,
upgraded roads in
Khe Sanh town are
densely populated so
it is necessary to
periodically water to
control dust during dry
weather.

It is recommended
that the Contractor
comply with the
minimum of two times
per day of watering to
control dust at the
roads along Se Bon
river (Lao Bao town),
Doan Khue, Truong
Cong Dinh (Khe
Sanh town).
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Requirements as in
EMP

Compliance status

3.9.Safety and
Community/Occupational
Health

Complied.
At construction camps,
the Contractor provided
first aid medical
cabinets.
Workers and technicians
receive annual health
checks.
Workers are periodically
allocated labor
protection and trained on
safety, HIV

3.10.Construction camps

Complied.
Camps are equipped
with fire extinguishers,
fire command
regulations, first aid kit
cabinets, bathrooms,
kitchens. Hygiene toilet
is also adequate
equipped.

3.11 Environmental
safety reporting regime

Partially complied

Contractors do not
submit weekly reports
on environmental
safety timely

4.1.Solid waste
management (domestic
solid waste, construction
solid and liquid waste)

Complied.
Domestic waste is
collected and treated by
the Urban Environment
Company.

The Contractor does
not have licence for
using landfill but the
site itself is within the
scope of Dong Ha
landfill, so waste is
collected and
transported to landfill.

4.2.Air pollution (dust
and noise) caused by
purchasing,
transportation of raw
materials, waste,
concrete mixing plants
road construction (subbase, base, asphalt)

Complied.
Materials are transported
on covered trucks.
The construction
equipment undergoes
periodical maintenance
and technical inspection
according to the
regulations of the
authorities.

4.3. Workers camp and
social issues

Complied.

(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance
site.

Issues that need
further actions

Submit weekly
reports on time so
that having timely
corrective measures
to be taken on site

4. DH-MRF

Workers are local
people, so they do not
have to camp and do
not affect the security.
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Requirements as in
EMP

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

Issues that need
further actions

4.4.Road safety
management

Complied.
Set the speed signs on
the route near the
turning point to the site.

The site is in the
landfill area, about
300m from the road,
so there is no other
means of transport
near the site.

4.5 Water source
management

Partially complied

The contractor has
drilled wells near the
site to collect water for
construction but this
location is not suitable
for using this well for
domestic water supply
purposes.

The contractor needs
to fill this well so that
it does not affect the
groundwater.

5.1. Waste management
(domestic solid waste,
solid and liquid
construction waste)

Partially complied
The contractor
contracted with Urban
Environment Company
to collect and process
domestic waste

Construction waste
and hazardous waste
have not been
thoroughly collected
and stored in proper
procedures

The contractor needs
to have hazardous
waste log books,
assign the people to
daily collect, store
and inspect

5.2. Air pollution (dust
and noise) by
purchasing, transporting
raw materials, waste

Partially complied
Transportation vehicles
are carefully covered.
Inspection and
maintenance of vehicles
are implemented
periodically

External connection
roads where
contractor uses as
service roads are also
be traffic roads of the
city where has high
traffic density so the
watering of dust is
difficult.

5.3. Worker's camps and
social issues

Partially complied
Workers camps are
equipped with first aid
kits, fire extinguishers,
safety regulations,
bathrooms, kitchens and
toilets.There is no
problem of insecurity
and disorder in the area

Workers' camps are
located close to the
riverbank, and there is
no site for arranging
hygienic toilets as
required in EMP. (The
sanitary holes should
be located at least
200m away from
surface water, on
suitable soil and
above groundwater
level)

Implement inspection
of drainage holes to
ensure that the
environment is not
affected during use. If
after a period of time,
drainage holes are
full, it should be
pumped in
accordance with the
operation process,
using hygienic toilets.

5.4. Traffic Safety
Management

Partially complied

The system of marker
posts, signboards,
fences, signal lights of
the site has not been
fully maintained.On
the roads connecting
outside where
contractor uses as
service road has not
been cleaned,

Inspect signage
system, fence, signal
lights daily, replace
broken or lost
positions.Sanitize the
road sections where
contractor’s vehicles
while moving causing
pollution.

5. DH-RE
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Requirements as in
EMP

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance
ensuring traffic.

Issues that need
further actions

5.5. Surface water
pollution caused by
wastewater from
construction sites

Partially complied

Construction site is
along the river,
adjacent to the
surface water, so
when the rain
happens, flow from
the construction site
poured directly into
the river

Minimize the oil-laden
waste water from
machinery flowing
into the river when
rain happen.

5.6 Safety and health of
workers / communities

Partially complied

The contractor has not
implemented HIV
trainings to workers.
The rate of using labor
protection equipments
has not reached
100%. Contractor
should check cables,
crane hooks before
construction to ensure
safety.

Check daily the use
of labor protection
equipments of
workers. Implement
HIV training for
workers during June.

5.7. Management of
stone and soil loading
and unloading from pits

Partially complied
The contractor has
received the written
approval of People's
Committee of Ward 1,
Dong Ha City regarding
agreement of using
amount of loaded and
unloaded rock/soil from
the site to fill the ground
in Khe San lake area.

The Contractor needs
to have specific
measures regarding
disposal of waste at
the leveling positions
to ensure that the
waste land not to be
spilled when rain
happen leading to
affect the surrounding
environment.The soil
pits submitted by the
contractor have just
met about 60% of the
total fill-soil
requirement for the
whole package.

Kindly request the
contractor to submit
next license for the
exploitation of soil pit
to ensure the
progress
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Some photos on the site

Hazardous area barrier on Dong Luong - Dong Le
Road (DHUR-ICB)

Watering to reduce dust on Lao Bao Urban
Roads

Danger warning sign at construction area of Hieu
River Embankment

Watering to reduce dust on Ba Trieu road– DH
UR NCB

First aid kit and fire extinguisher - DH UR-NCB

Test operation of waste sorting line - DH MRF
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Table 8. Environmental issues need to take next actions
Issues

Actions need to take

Responsibility and

Solutions

time
Old issues from last report:
DH-UR ICB
The amount of fill-soil
on the site of the
contractor has
exceeded the
submitted pit reserve

Request the contractor
to submit an additional
license for the
exploitation of soil-pit

Contractor - Bach Dang
Construction
Corporation, CSC,
PMU

The PMU will assist the
contractor in finding
appropriate soil pit to
ensure the construction
progress.

Road traffic signboards
for vehicles passing the
construction site are
not fully installed.

The Contractor
installed signboards at
the beginning, ending
of the route, the
intersections and key
locations of the works.

Contractor - Bach Dang
Construction
Corporation
CS, PMU

Develop traffic safety
management plan and
arrange personnel to
be responsible for
guiding traffic safety at
the locations that traffic
lanes need to be
separated.

Storage and collection
of raw materials near
water sources

Cover the material,
store it on the shelf,
place it in high places

Contractor - Bach Dang
Construction
Corporation, CSC

CSC closely monitors
raw material gathering,
ensuring safe storage

Request contractors to
submit additional soilpits.

Contractors:
- Hoang Dieu road:
(Thanh An Joint Stock
Company)
- Ba Trieu road: (Hung
Cuong Construction
and Investment Joint
Stock Company)
CSC

The contractor should
arrange the personnel
responsible for finding
soil pit and preparing
documents requesting
competent authorities
for approval

Dust pollution: Road
along Sepon river (Lao
Bao town), Doan Khue
- Truong Cong Kinh
road (Khe Sanh town)

Request Contractor to
periodically water to
reduce the dust at least
twice a day on dry
weather days. Covering
vehicles carrying
materials, waste to the
site.

Contractor (Joint
Venture between
Cienco4 and Viet Ren
Company).
CSC

The Contractor shall
comply with the
remedial measures as
committed in
SEMP.CSC inspects
the implementation at
the field and in the
contractor's weekly
report.

The existing soil pit has
not yet met the demand
for fill-soil of the whole
package

Request the contractor
to submit the additional
license for the
exploitation of next soil
pit to ensure progress

Contractor (Joint
Venture between
Cienco4 and Viet Ren
Company).
CSC

The contractor finalizes
the documents
requesting competent
authorities for approval

Operate waste water

Re-open the

Contractor (Joint

The contractor

DH-UR NCB
The existing soil pit has
not yet met the demand
for fill-soil of the whole
package

DH-MRF
None
LB-UR ICB
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Issues

Actions need to take

Responsibility and

Solutions

time
sedimentation tank at
Concrete Batching
Plant

sedimentation tank to
operate and collect
wastewater into the
sedimentation tank

Venture between
Cienco4 and Viet Ren
Company).

complies with the
remedial measures as
committed in the
meetings regarding
Concrete Batching
Plant issues. CSC
inspects the
implementation at the
field and in the
contractor's weekly
report.

New issues from this report
DH-UR ICB
Air pollution due to dust
on service roads

The contractor should
clean up and water to
reduce the dust on the
roads

Contractor - Bach Dang
Construction
Corporation, CSC

CSC inspects the
implementation at the
field and in the
contractor's weekly
report.

Handing over the clean
sites at some locations
has completed the
construction work

At Ong Niem bridge:
The contractor needs
to remove waste soil,
concrete in the riverbed
to ensure smooth flow.

Contractor - Bach Dang
Construction
Corporation, CSC

CSC specifically
requires the
implementation time
and inspection of
performance at the field
and in the contractor's
weekly report.

The collection and
storage of domestic
and hazardous waste
has not met the
requirements

To arrange enough
domestic waste
containers, collection
and treatment
according to
regulations. Arrange
hazardous waste
containers according to
regulations, sign
contract with
hazardous waste
treatment units for
collection and
treatment

Contractor - Joint
Venture between
Thanh An Joint Stock
Company, Hung Cuong
Construction and
Investment Joint Stock
Company, CSC

The CSC inspects the
on-site performance
and monitors
hazardous waste
management log book
of contractor

Air pollution due to dust
on service roads

The contractor should
clean up and water to
reduce the dust on the
roads

Contractor - Joint
Venture between
Thanh An Joint Stock
Company, Hung Cuong
Construction and
Investment Joint Stock
Company, CSC

CSC inspects the
implementation at the
field and in the
contractor's weekly
report.

Operate with load as
per the capacity to
ensure that the system

Thanh Nien Limited
company

CSC inspects at the
field

DH-UR NCB

DH-MRF
Test operation of waste
sorting system to
ensure the noise level
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Issues

Actions need to take

Responsibility and

Solutions

time
is within the allowable
limits

will operate without
creating the noise level
over the regulations

Bored wells are in
inappropriate locations
in the landfill can
contaminate
groundwater

Filling bored well

Thanh Nien Limited
company

CSC inspects at the
field

The contractor's weekly
environmental report
has not submitted
timely

Request contractor to
submit reports timely

Contractor (Joint
Venture between
Cienco4 and Viet Ren
Company).
CSC

CSC will remind in
briefing meeting with
the contractor, PMU

Collection and storage
of hazardous waste
have not met the
requirements.

Arrange hazardous
waste containers
according to
regulations, sign
contract with
hazardous waste
treatment units for
collection and
treatment

Occupational safety
and health and
community have not
been guaranteed

- Electric generator at
Concrete Batching
Plant should be placed
on the platform, dry
places and not to place
on the ground causing
unsafe especially in the
rainy season.
- Some road sections
under Flooding roads
(Huynh Thuc Khang ...)
can not complete the
drainage ditch due to
some electric poles
located in the middle of
the ditch, which can not
be relocated. There is
no clean site for the
construction of Lighting
System
- Soil spilled into the
yard of some
households on Doan
Khue road when it
rains, contractors
should have
appropriate measures
to ensure safety.
- Hung Vuong road: the
first section of the road

LB-UR ICB

CSC inspects the onsite performance and
monitors hazardous
waste management log
book of contractor

Contractor (Joint
Venture between
Cienco4 and Viet Ren
Company).

The Contractor shall
comply with the
remedial measures as
committed in SEMP.
CSC inspects the
implementation at the
field and in contractor's
weekly report.
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Issues

Actions need to take

Responsibility and

Solutions

time
should implement the
construction work with
the large quantity of
leveled soil so that the
soil spilled into the rice
field of the people;
Gathering place of
materials of contractor
on river bank so that It
is important to ensure
that the cover work, the
area around worker's
camp should be
cleaned and and stored
materials neatly.
DH - RE
Find the disposal site,
contact with
environmental service
companies to carry out
loading and unloading
soil out of the site. The
CSC makes requests
and monitoring the
implementation

Management of loading
and unloading of stone
and soil out of site

Waste soil outside the
embankment areas of
the river may be salted
and should be
loaded/unloaded and
disposed in suitable
disposal sites. Due to
the large quantity of
soil, there should have
a specific plan and
implement soon.

Construction and
hazardous wastes have
not been thoroughly
collected and stored as
per the procedures

Store hazardous waste
and fuel in proper order
and ensure safety and
hygiene

Joint venture between
Minh Dung
Construction Company
and Truong Xuan
Construction Company

Risk of surface water
pollution caused by
waste water from the
camp site, the drainage
holes adjacent to the
river bank

Control waste water
from the worker's
camps, collect into a
sedimentation tank, not
to spill into surround
areas, ensure the
drainage holes will not
be filled, spilled
exceeding its capacity

Joint venture between
Minh Dung
Construction Company
and Truong Xuan
Construction Company

The contractor has not
implemented HIV
training to workers.

Develop plan, contact
with Dong Ha
preventive medicine
center for
implementation

Joint venture between
Minh Dung
Construction Company
and Truong Xuan
Construction Company

CSC and PMU training
staff make requests
and monitor the
implementation.

Reduce dust pollution
during construction

Control vehicle's
velocity when traveling
through crowded
residential areas,
watering

Joint venture between
Minh Dung
Construction Company
and Truong Xuan
Construction Company

CSC makes requests
and monitors the
implementation.
The Contractor shall
strictly implement
remedial measures in
SEMP

Joint venture between
Minh Dung
Construction Company
and Truong Xuan
Construction Company

CSC makes requests
and monitoring on the
implementation
Hazardous waste
should be collected and
treated by competent
authorities.
CSC makes requests
and monitors the
implementation.
The Contractor shall
strictly implement
remedial measures in
SEMP
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2. Health and Safety
29.
The Contractors of DH-UR ICB, DH-UR NCB, LB-UR ICB, DH-MRF, DH-RE have
implemented the remedial measures set out in the EMP to ensure safety and health of workers and
community. Workers' camp requirements on hygiene are not always complied due to external factors.
The general issue on safety of contractors is the reduction of dust pollution caused by means of
transport of materials because most of the construction sites are located and scattered residential
areas.
30.
During the reporting period there have been no safety incidents on the site and there are no
incidents which have occurred that affect the health of workers. CS is regularly present at the site to
inspect, supervise and remind the Contractors of the implementation of safety measures.
31.
Some safety issues at the site which have not been fully complied and some additional
solutions are needed which mentioned in Table 9: Health and Safety Issues.
Table 9. Health and Safety Issues
Issues

Actions in need

Responsibility and
time

Solutions

Old issues from last report:
DH-UR ICB
Site Safety
Management
- Pre-cast components
spreaded along the
road;
- Unfinished manholes
without barriers

Precast components
should be placed close
to the roadside, without
obstructing traffic and
endangering human or
vehicles.
Unfinished manholes
should be fenced,
maintained signboards
and signal lights at
night, especially at
sensitive and densely
populated residential
areas.

Contractor (Bach
Dang Construction
Corporation), CSC

CSC supervises at the
site, provides the Site's
Instructions and monitors
the Contractor's Work
Diary.
If CSC has repeatedly
reminded and the
measure has not fully
implemented, it should be
sanctioned.

Workers have not used
fully labor protection
equipments

Daily inspection before
commencement of
work, provision of
additional labor
protection equipments
in case of being broken

Contractor (Bach
Dang Construction
Corporation), CSC

CSC supervises at the
site, provides Site
Instructions and monitors
Contractor's work Diary.
If CSC has repeatedly
reminded and the
measure has not fully
implemented, it should be
sanctioned.

HIV education program
for workers has not yet
been implemented

Organize training for
workers under the
existing program.

Contractor (Thanh
An Company, Hung
Cuong Construction
and Investment Joint
Stock Company),
PMU

Arrange suitable
construction schedule to
allocate time for workers
to attend HIV training.

Site Safety
Management:
- Unfinished manholes
without barriers
- The ditch placing tube

Unfinished manholes,
digging ditches should
be fenced, with
signboards, signal
lights, especially at

Contractor of Hoang
Dieu road: (Thanh
An Joint Stock
Company); Ba Trieu
road: (Hung Cuong

The CSC monitors at the
site, provides Site
Instructions and monitors
the Contractor's Work
Diary.If CSC has

DH-UR-NCB
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Issues

Actions in need

Solutions

sensitive works,
crowded population.

Responsibility and
time
Construction and
Investment Joint
Stock Company)
CSC

without barriers

Erect signboards, set
fences to separate the
construction areas,
maintain fences during
construction process.

Contractors (Joint
Venture of Vienco 4
and Viet Ren
Company).
CS, PMU

It is required to check
signboards, fences which
separate the construction
area, supplement as soon
as the fence is missing or
damaged.
Some locations due to
limited space, the buffer
zone can not be arranged
around the construction
site so that the Contractor
should appoint safety
instructors in these points.

Training organization
for workers is under the
existing program.

Contractor (Thanh
Nien Limited
Company), PMU

Arrange suitable
construction schedule to
set time for workers to
attend HIV training.

repeatedly reminded, the
measure have not fully
implemented, it should be
sanctioned.

DH-RE
Not implemented yet
since the previous
reporting period
LB-UR ICB
Fences, sign boards
are not maintained in
the best condition.

DH-MRF
HIV/AIDS education for
workers has not been
implemented yet.

New issues from this report:
DH-UR ICB
Occupational health
care program has not
been implemented

Prepare plan and
arrange construction
schedule so that
worker occupational
health care plan can be
implemented

Contractor (Bach
Dang Construction
Corporation), CSC

Coordinate with the health
care and occupation unit
in Quang Tri to implement
the program.

The speed of means of
transportation of
materials when
traveling through
residential area of
Ward 2 (Bui Thi Xuan Nguyen Thuong Hien Dang Dung) should be
controlled.

Roadmap, speed of
transportation through
Ward 2 should comply
with the commitments
agreed at the meeting
on 4 April 2018 chaired
by People's Committee
of Ward 2.
Inform the driver to
know clearly roadmap
and speed
requirements.

Contractor (Bach
Dang Construction
Corporation), CSC

The CSC monitors at the
site, provides Site
Instruction and monitors
the Contractor's Work
Diary.
If CSC has repeatedly
reminded, the measure
has not fully implemented,
it should be sanctioned.

Machinery, equipment,
vehicles, especially for
cables, crane hooks
should be regularly
checked, ensures

Use Minutes on
inspection of machinery
before the daily
operation, with
maintenance and

Contractor (Bach
Dang Construction
Corporation), CSC

CSC monitors
Contractor's Work Diary.
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Issues

Actions in need

Responsibility and
time

Solutions

safety before
construction of related
items.

periodical repair
schedule.

Ensure safe traffic at
unfinished soil-filling
foundation positions
has not fully
implemented. The
system of danger
warning signs are still
missing

Check daily warning
signs; Placing the signs
when implement the
construction of soilfilling foundation
positions to ensure
adequate signs

Contractor (Bach
Dang Construction
Corporation), CSC

The CSC monitors at the
site, provides Site
Instruction and monitors
the Contractor's Work
Diary.
If CSC has repeatedly
reminded, the measure
has not fully implemented,
it should be sanctioned.

In the process of
craning up and
installing components
on construction of
drainage system as
well as other items
needed to be arranged
safety staff to regulate
traffic.

Assign the safety staff
to regulate traffic
before carrying out
craning up and
installation of
components; Ensure
adequate assignment
of safety staff at
necessary points

Contractor (Bach
Dang Construction
Corporation), CSC

CSC monitors at the site
and monitors Contractor's
Work Diary.

The system of marker
posts, signboards,
fences, signal lights,
especially at the
construction sites of
drainage systems,
manholes on the road
have not been fully
maintained.

Check signs, fences,
marker posts, signal
lights daily; place the
signs immediately after
the construction of
culverts, manholes to
ensure adequate signs

Joint venture
between Thanh An
Joint Stock
Company and Hung
Cuong Investment
and Construction
Joint Stock
Company

The CSC monitors at the
site, provides Site
Instruction and monitors
the Contractor's Work
Diary.If CSC has
repeatedly reminded, the
measure has not fully
implemented, it should be
sanctioned.

In the process of
craning up and
installing components
of drainage system as
well as other items
needed to be arranged
safety staff to regulate
traffic.

Assign the safety staff
to regulate the traffic
before craning up and
installing components

Joint venture
between Thanh An
Joint Stock
Company and Hung
Cuong Investment
and Construction
Joint Stock
Company

CSC monitors at the site
and monitors Contractor's
Work Diary.

The speed of means of
transportation of
materials when
traveling through
residential areas
should be controlled

Inform the driver clearly
the speed and
roadmap requirements
traveling through the
residential area.

Joint venture
between Thanh An
Joint Stock
Company and Hung
Cuong Investment
and Construction
Joint Stock
Company

CSC monitors at the site
and monitors Contractor's
Work Diary.
Receive feedback from
people daily to ensure the
contractor performs in
proper way.

The location of worker's
camp is not suitable
(under the Hieu river
bridge)

Contact with locality to
find a camp site to
ensure hygiene and
safety for workers

Joint venture
between Thanh An
Joint Stock
Company and Hung
Cuong Investment
and Construction
Joint Stock

CSC, PMU assist
contractor to contact with
local authorities to find
suitable camp site

DH-UR-NCB
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Issues

Actions in need

Responsibility and
time
Company

Solutions

The HIV training
program on site
needed to be
implemented

Prepare the plan,
coordinate with
Preventive Health Care
Center to conduct
training

Joint venture
between Thanh An
Joint Stock
Company and Hung
Cuong Investment
and Construction
Joint Stock
Company

CSC and PMU training
staff supervise and
support contractor to
implement

Precast components
are gathered on the
roads which are not
neat, having risks of
obstructing traffic and
cause danger to
humans and vehicles.

Gather precast
components in the right
place, close to the
roadside, not to overlap
too high, with platform,
anti-slip and rolling pad

Joint venture
between Thanh An
Joint Stock
Company and Hung
Cuong Investment
and Construction
Joint Stock
Company

CSC monitors at the site
and monitors Contractor's
Work Diary.If CSC has
repeatedly reminded,
measure has not fully
implemented, it should be
sanctioned.

HIV Aids training for
workers not yet
implemented.

Planning and
coordinating with the
Preventive Medicine
Center to carry out
training

JV between Minh
Dung Construction
Joint Stock
Company and
Truong Xuan
Construction Joint
Stock Company

CS and training staff of
PMU supervise the
implementation of the
contractor.

There is no site to
accommodate sanitary
latrines in accordance
with the requirements
of the EMP (at least
200m away from
surface water, in
suitable groundwater
areas and above
groundwater levels).

Ensure that the use of
workers' sanitary
latrines does not
exceed the capacity;
There are plans to
clean periodically so
that it does not affect
the water source.

Joint Venture Minh
Dung Joint Stock
Company and
Truong Xuan CSC
Joint Stock
Company

CSC monitors the site
and keeps track of the
Contractor's Work Diary.

Labor protection in the
construction process
should be fully
implemented

Check the wearing of
labor protection before
the construction

CSC monitors the site
and keeps track of the
Contractor's Work Diary.

The system of marker
posts, signboards,
fences, signal lights of
the site should be fully
maintained.

Check signs, fences,
marker posts, signal
lights daily to ensure
full signage

Occupational health
care plans have not yet

Plan and arrange work
schedules so that

Joint Venture Minh
Dung Joint Stock
Company and
Truong Xuan CSC
Joint Stock
Company
Joint Venture Minh
Dung Joint Stock
Company and
Truong Xuan CSC
Joint Stock
Company
Joint Venture Minh
Dung Joint Stock

DH-MRF
None
LB-UR ICB
None
DH-RE

CSC monitors the site
and keeps track of the
Contractor's Work Diary.

Coordinate with the
Health Care Agency in
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Issues

Actions in need

been implemented

workers health care
plans can be
implemented

Responsibility and
time
Company and
Truong Xuan CSC
Joint Stock
Company

Solutions
Quang Tri to implement
the program.

3. Environmental quality monitoring
32.
The monitoring plan for the quarterly environmental monitoring is centered on the ongoing
working sites at each Package and includes environmental indicators, sites and frequencies, samples,
methods of data collection. The purpose of the monitoring plan is to determine the effectiveness of the
remedial measures and record any positive or negative environmental impacts beyond the projected
estimates. The monitoring plan began since the third quarter of 2017.
33.
The environmental quality monitoring is part of the construction supervision contract (CS). The
construction supervision consultant (CS) assigned staff including 01 qualified environment supervisor
and sign contract with some units that have function of sampling analysis to carry out sampling for
monitoring environmental indicators with the support from the PMU.
34.
The monitoring requirements presented in the Environmental Monitoring Plan also include the
requirements set out in the EIA report for each subproject.
35.
Monitoring activities during the reporting period. In this report, the environmental
monitoring plan was implemented once in March 2018. The monitoring plan is focused on the three
packages with on going construction activities including DH-UR ICB; LB-UR ICB, DH-RE. The DHMRF was completed at the time of sampling, therefore no monitoring was carried out. The number of
monitored samples is adjusted for each package depending on the progress of construction,
completion of items or areas affected to the environmental components.
36.
The supervision by site inspection of construction Contractors is regularly carried out by the
Construction Supervision Consultant (CS). Upon detection of non-compliance, CS will request
Contractors to correct and send to the PMU (Please see the Appendix about Site Instructions).
37.
Assessment of environmental monitoring Q1/2018: Results of monitoring air quality, soil,
surface water and groundwater at some construction sites of bidding packages are shown in Appendix
4 of this report. The assessment of the effectiveness of contractor remedial measures were based on
monitoring parameters included by the CSC in the quarterly environmental monitoring report of each
tender package submitted to the Employer.
38.
As for DH-UR ICB: (i) For ambient air environment: At the time of monitoring, the ambient air
environment at the monitoring locationshave had no signs of dust and toxic gases (SO2, NO2,
CO). These parameters are in the allowed standards under QCVN 05: 2013/BTNMT. (ii) For noise and
vibration: At the time of monitoring, all measurements are within the limits specified in QCVN 26: 2010
/ BTNMT and QCVN 27: 2010 / BTNMT. (iii) For Surface Water: At the time of monitoring, all surface
water quality parameters are within the permissible limits of QCVN 08-MT: 2015 / BTNMT (column
B1).
39.
As for LB-UR ICB: (i) For ambient air environment: At the time of monitoring, the ambient air
environment at locations have had no signs of dust and toxic gases (SO2, NO2, CO). These
parameters are in the standard allowed under QCVN 05: 2013/BTNMT. (ii) For noise and vibration: At
the time of monitoring, the measurement results are within the limits specified in QCVN 26:
2010/BTNMT and QCVN 27: 2010/BTNMT. (iii) For surface water: At the time of monitoring, most of
the surface water quality parameters meet the permissible limits of QCVN 08-MT: 2015/BTNMT
(column B1), except for coliform parameters at MGTHH4 and E.coli parameters at MGTHH1,
MGTHH2, MGTHH4, MGTHH7 and MGTHH8..
40.
As for DH-RE: (i) For ambient air environment: At the time of monitoring, the ambient air
environment at locations have had no signs of dust and toxic gases (SO2, NO2, CO). These
parameters are in the standard allowed under QCVN 05: 2013/BTNMT and QCVN 26:2010/BTNMT.
(ii) For soil environment: At the time of monitoring, all parameters were within the permitted limits in
accordance with QCVN 03: 2015/BTNMT. Soil quality at 03 monitoring sites showed no signs of being
affected by the project activities. (iii) For surface water: At the time of monitoring, most of the surface
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water quality parameters meet the permissible limits of QCVN 08-MT: 2015/BTNMT (column B1),
except for NH4-N parameters at MKSH3. (iv) For groundwater environment: At the time of monitoring,
most of the groundwater quality parameters are within the limit of QCVN 09-MT: 2015/BTNMT, except
for hardness parameters at NKSH2 site; NH4-N at position NKSH3 and coliform at position NNKSH1,
NKSH2, NKSH3.
41.

Some images of monitoring samples of packages

Take sample of underground water at construction
areas of Hieu River Embankment, section III

Take sample of ambient air at Road along Sepon
River

Take sample of ambient air at the construction sites of
Hieu River Embankment, Section IIb

Take sample of water surface at Sepon River

Take sample of ambient air construction areas of
Dong Luong-Dong Le road - DH UR ICB

Take sample of ambient air at construction area of
Ba Trieu road - DH UR NCB
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III.

SAFEGUARD COMPLIANCE ON ACCORDING TO THE LOAN AGREEMENT OF PROJECT
42.
Safeguard compliance on according to the Loan Agreement of project is presented in Table 10
below.
Table 10: Safeguard compliance according to the Loan Agreement of project

Schedule

Clause

Agreement

Remark/Issues/Status of
Compliance

5

6

The Borrower shall not award any
construction contract of works until the
Borrower has obtained ADB’s clearance of
the relevant IEE.

Being complied. Updated EMP
for subprojects approved by
ADB before award of civil work
contracts.

5

9

The Borrower shall cause the Project
Executing Agencies to provide necessary
budget and human resources to fully
implement Environmental Management Plan

Being complied. PMU Quang
Tri has arranged 03 staffs to
carry out the monitoring of
updating EMP. PMSCD
Environmental Specialist
provides guidance and
instructions on the
management and monitoring of
EMP to contractors and the
PMU. CSC also conducts
environmental monitoring.
Independent Monitoring
Organization (IMO) performs
independent monitoring of
updating EMP for every 6
months.

5

10

The Borrower shall cause the Project
Executing Agencies to ensure that all
bidding documents and contracts for Works
contain provisions that require Contractors
to: (a) comply with the measures relevant to
the Contractor set forth in the Initial
Environmental Examination, and any
corrective or preventative actions set forth in
a Safeguards Monitoring Report; (b) make
available a budget for all such
environmental and social measures; and (c)
provide the Borrower with a written notice of
any unanticipated environmental that arise
during construction, implementation or
operation of the Project that were not
considered in the Initial Environmental
Examination and the Environmental
Management Plan

Being complied. All Bidding
Documents and civil work
contracts have clauses that
require the contractor: (a)
comply with the measures
included in the approved EMP
Update Plan and any
preventive or corrective action
included in Safeguard
Monitoring Report; (b) allocate
funds for all environmental
measures; (c) provide Employer
with written notice of the risks
arisen during the construction,
implementation and operation
of Project which are not
included in the updated EMP
Plan. The details are stated in
the bids of the contractor and
quarterly report of IMO
consultant and monthly report
of the contractor.

5

11

The Borrower shall cause the Project
Executing Agencies to do the following: (a)
submit semi-annual Safeguards Monitoring
Reports to ADB and disclose relevant
information from such reports to affected
persons promptly upon submission; (b) if

Being complied. Semi-annual
Safeguards Monitoring Reports
have been submitted as per
request to ADB. Information
from these reports has also
been disclosed to APs
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Schedule

Clause

Agreement

Remark/Issues/Status of
Compliance

any unanticipated environmental and/or
social risks and impacts arise during
construction, implementation or operation of
the Project that were not considered in the
Initial Environmental Examination, the
Environmental Management Plan and the
Resettlement Plan, promptly inform ADB of
the occurrence of such risks or impacts, with
detailed description of the event and
proposed corrective action plan; and (c)
report any actual or potential breach of
compliance with the measures and
requirements set forth in the Environmental
Management Plan or the Resettlement Plan
promptly after becoming aware of the
breach.

IV.

immediately after the
submission of the report. There
are no findings of
environmental or social risks
whic have been identified in the
construction, implementation or
operation of the project but not
reflected in the uEMP. There is
no breach of the requirements
stated in the EMP Update Plan.

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION, INFORMATION DISCLOSURE AND CAPACITY BUILDING
43.
During the reporting period, a number of activities related to public consultation, information
disclosure and capacity building were undertaken. This report refers to the consultative, disclosure and
capacity building activities involved or referred to in the Subproject Environmental Management Plan
of Contractors; Consultations, information disclosure, and capacity building on other issues are
included in the report on gender action plan, resettlement report.
44.
Environmental consultation during the construction phase was conducted in Dong Ha and Lao
Bao in April 2018. Two consultative meetings with representatives of affected households of Dong Ha
River embankment, Dong Ha Urban Road (Thanh Nien Road under UR ICB and Hoang Dieu Road
under NCB package) were implemented. In the Lao Bao urban road subproject, a consultation
meeting with households in Se Pon (Lao Bao Township) and a consultation meeting with households
in Doan Khue and Truong Cong Khanh (Khe Town) Birth) were conducted. Consultation on impacts
was on the natural and social environment aspects in the construction sites and recommendations of
the people to take measures to overcome and adjust the negative impact. The consultations were
conducted by the PMU's environmental officer and supported by the Environmental Expert - PMSCD
Consultant.
45.
Summary of the consultative meetings is outlined below. Key issues noted in each focus
group discussion are shown in the table below.
Summary of consultation results in Dong Ha on 13/4/2018:
DH-RE
DH-UR [ICB] DH-UR [NCD]
Flooding
x
x
x
House damges
x
x
Dust/Noise
Unaware of GRM
Approach
Safty and community health
Water supply
Surface water
Impacts on production
46.

x

x

x
x

x
x
x

Dong Ha, Hieu River embankment subproject, Focus group discussion
a. Consultation Area: Section 3 of the Hieu River embankment (north of Dong Ha Bridge,
from Dong Ha Bridge to downstream of Hieu River).
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b. Number of participants in the group discussion: 1 woman and 7 men, using the
Consultative group discussion form.
c.

Key issues identified and proposed solutions:
i)

Dust and noise - levels of dust and noise are high acompared to the pre-project
situation. Noise is acceptable but dust is a problem and people want to enhance
water spray to reduce dust. Contractors increased the frequency of spraying. -> The
PMU should inform contractor and CS that during the current dry season, spraying
is required more frequently and especially when winds are capable of carrying dust
to affected people's houses. The PMU can visit the site during the dry season to
check whether the spraying is being strengthened.

ii)

Vibrating - People are concerned about that vibration from machinery moving along
the way will affect their homes. However, there is no evidence to date that the road
is used by other heavy vehicles including sand pumping trucks from the river.

iii) Resettlement - Discuss whether the contractor conducted a survey of the conditions
before the commencement of the project and discussed the issue with the technical
experts of the PMSCD.
iv) Vegetation - Many vegetation has been removed and people are hoping to have
landscapes when the project is completed. -> Landscapes are parts of embankment
rehabilitation but it will not look to be natural.
v) Road damage - a narrow access road along the riverbank - people are concerned
that roads are being damaged by heavy vehicles.
vi) Project Completion Report - any need for restoration of damage to be completed
must be checked prior to the final payment.
vii) Flooding - People who are concerned that flooding will be a problem during the rainy
season because the evevation of their homes /business establishments are lower
than the elevation of the new embankment. -> Resettlement staff and technical staff
should assess whether this is a potential problem and whether the design has
adequately considered the drainage system. If not, a technical solution must be
proposed to address the risk of flooding.
47.
Dong Ha, Urban roads (ICB-Thanh Nien road), Focus group discussion, using the
Consultative group discussion form.
a. Key issues identified and proposed solutions:
i)

Flooding. This road is significantly higher due to the fact that the roads are embanked
high and people have found that with existence of the project the flooding is deeper
and last longer because there are less drainage system. Resettlement staff and
technical staff should assess whether this is a potential problem and whether the
design has adequately considered the drainage system. If not, a technical solution
must be proposed to address the risk of flooding.

ii)

Access to housing and businesses. Increased road height means a longer sloping
access road for some houses. People complained that they had to rent trucks and
pay soil costs to fix it and improve the slope of the access road. Resettlement staff
should survey this issue and discuss with households to determine whether this is
an issue and whether there is a chance for the project to assist in the repair of
access roads for the people or not.

iii) House cracking. Some households in this group (Residential group 2) have this
problem. Resettlement Officer - Discuss whether the pre-construction survey was
conducted by the contractor and discussed with the technical staff.
iv) Access road to residential area - The local community (committee) plans to
renovate the access road to the residential area, widening from 2m to 3.5m.
However, at the point of entering this road, the contractor has constructed curbs and
the width is quite narrow. This will affect the accessibility of the residential area. ->
Currently, the road at this crossroad is unfinished. The PMU, the contractor,
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PMSCD and DED consultants discuss the possibilities for removing the large
concrete curbs to facilitate the community's needs.
48.

Dong Ha, Urban roads (NCB-Hoang Dieu road), Focus group discussion
a. 1 woman and 8 men; using the Consultative Group Focus Group Form
b. Key issues identified and proposed solutions:
i)

Community Safety - The local community is concerned that some pits have been
dug out without fencing or warning lights in the evening. CS should identify these
areas and ensure that contractors place barriers or fences to prevent accident or
accidental incidents.

ii)

Flooding. The opinions are: There is a tendency that the situation gets worse
because of the higher roads and insufficient drainage sewers to allow rainwater to
flow into the river. Many of the gardens are flooded and last for several months after
heavy rains, while pre-construction rain roads are only flooded in an hour or two.
People worry that if the rainfall in the coming time increase sharply, the houses may
be inundated. Resettlement staff and technical staff should assess whether this is a
potential problem and whether the design has adequately considered the drainage
system. If not, a technical solution must be proposed to address the risk of flooding.

iii) Grievance redress mechanism. People are unaware of the Grievance Redress
Mechanism or do not understand how to submit a complaint about safety issues or
waterlogging. They tried to talk to the contractor but the workers did not know what
to do or whom to forward the complaint to. The Resettlement Officer can address
this issue through the widespread dissemination of the Grievance Redress
Mechanism and follow-up meetings and consultation with APs.
iv) Surface water quality. A stream of muddy water about 1 km downstream of the Hieu
River appears due to water from a stream flowing into the river. The reason is that
the contractor is sewing at the location of this stream, thus the sludge appears in the
water. If the time for construction of sewers is extended, especially during the rainy
season, the Contractor shall take appropriate measures to limit the amount of mud
flowing into the river
GPS
Dong Ha
16°49'20.20"N,
4'33.40"E

locations/problems
107°

Some illustrating photos

A muddy water
flow (1km long
towards
the
railway bridge)

Summary of consultation results in Lao Bao on 16/4/2018
LB-UR
KS-UR
Flooding
x
x
House damges
x
x
Dust/Noise
x
x
Unaware of GRM
x
x
Approach
x
x
Safty and community health
Water supply
x
x
Surface water
Impacts on production
x
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49.
Khe Sanh urban roads (Đoàn Khuê road and Trương Công Kỉnh road) - Focus group
discussion
a. 9 women and 0 man, using the Consultative group discussion form.
b. Key issues identified and proposed solutions:
i)

Grievance Redress Mechanism, Resettlement & Compensation. Complaints of
concern are lack of compensation, or inadequate compensation. Verbal complaints
were made 2 months ago but no response. In addition, in some households, sewers
were built on private land and 2m of land were used without agreement with the
owner. There is also a family tomb affected by the road adjustment. -> The
resettlement team should meet the affected people to discuss about this issue and
ensure that the Grievance Redress Mechanism works and is effective.

ii)

Flooding. The road is 1.5m higher than some houses and people are concerned
about flooding. Through site observations, some of the houses were damaged by
the excavation that encroached people's property, including their access roads
because the houses are much lower than the roads. -> Resettlement staff and
technical staff should investigate potential flooding and the PMU/CS requires
contractor to take measures to prevent land encroaching on people's property such
as using temporary fences/walls/bars.

iii) Approach. The access roads are moderate and very steep from the entrance to
everyone's home. Homeowners have to pay for going in and out their homes. ->
PMU should ensure that contractor allow for reasonable and safe travel to people's
land at all times. This may include buying materials for homes such as wooden
boards for bridges, ensuring that people and motorcycles can enter the houses.
iv) House cracking. Housing conditions have been assessed before construction.
During road construction, the houses of some households have been cracked. They
talked to the contractor but were told it was a problem with the project. ->
Resettlement Officer - Discuss whether the pre-construction survey was conducted
by the contractor and the issues was discussed with the technical staff.
v) Water quality. One household owner complained that their well water was severely
muddy when the project was built. The consultation team came to see this well. The
well was about 30m from the road and estimated to be 5m deep; in the middle of the
road and the well, the vegetation is quite good. -> It is not certain that the water is
affected by construction activities but the resettlement team should visit the
household head to investigate further and disseminate the Grievance Redress
Mechanism.
50.

Lao Bao urban roads (road along sepon River) - Focus Group Discussion
a. 1 woman and 8 men; using the Consultative Group Focus Group Form
b. Key issues identified and proposed solutions:
i)

Interrupted water sources. One household owner attended the discussion
complaining that the water supply for the new home (resettlement) had been cut off
by the contractor for more than four months. As a result, the family is taking water
from the river /well for the family to use. -> PMU should ensure that contractor
immediately repair and CS will follow up. Resettlement staff should conduct
additional discussions with the affected people to check how many other
households are affected by this type of problem.

ii)

House cracking. Assessment of pre-construction housing conditions was conducted
in some places. All households in this group have problem of house cracking. They
talked to the contractor but were told it was a problem with the project. So far there
is no solution. -> Resettlement Officer - Discuss whether the pre-construction
survey was conducted by the contractor and discuss with the technical staff.

iii) Flooding. Some houses are now significantly lower than the road. The households
are concerned that their homes will be flooded during the rainy season and mud,
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water will affect their homes; boundaries from the houses to the road are about 2m
in the cases observed on the sites. -> Resettlement staff and technical staff assess
whether this is a potential problem and whether the design has adequately
considered the drainage/sewerage system. If not, a technical solution must be
proposed to address the risk of flooding.
iv) Grievance redress mechanism. Unaware of the Grievance Redress Mechanism or
do not understand how to complain about these issues (house rupture in particular all of which have this problem). They tried to talk to the contractor. -> The
Resettlement Officer can address this issue through the widespread dissemination
of the Grievance Redress Mechanism with follow-up meetings and consultation with
APs.
v) Dust. Very dusty because contractor do not spray water. -> PMU should ask
contractor to spray more water and make sure the CS monitors this.
vi) Approach (from soil for disposal). The access to some of the properties affected by
landfill disposal was higher 1.5 m against a household's banana garden; the land
owner must step up stairs on the landdump to get to their land. Field discussions
with the contractor showed that they would fix the problem quickly. -> PMU ensures
the contractor fulfills its commitments to eliminate this waste soil and request the CS
to monitor. Resettlement Officer should conduct additional discussions with affected
people to check how many other households are affected by this type of problem.
vii) Garden lands affected (from land for disposal). Land has also been filled into the
gardens with permissions but not leveled as agreed between the owners and the
contractor. This affects the ability in using the gardens to grow banana plantations
of the households. Land was dumped more than one year ago. -> PMU ensures
that contractors fulfill their commitments to leveling up under the monitroing of the
CS. Resettlement staff conduct additional discussions with affected people to check
how many other households are affected by this type of problem.
GPS
Lao Bảo
16°36'13.31"N,
106°35'7.55"E

16°36'13.31"N,
106°35'7.55"E

locations/problems

Some illustrating photos

A household whose
water supply is cut

Difficult to reach the
banana garden due to
spoil disposal, about
1.5m high
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16°36'14.03"N,
106°35'7.58"E

The banana garden was
damaged by soil filling

16°36'13.63"N,
106°35'21.50"E

The house is lower than
the elevation of the road
- own pocket money to
build steps to enter the
house. Possibly be
flooded.

Khe Sanh
16°37'18.06"N,
106°43'27.42"E

Low house with land
encroaching on the
terrace

Not easy/difficult for
home entering and exit

The request for daily
water spraying posted
by local people
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1. Capacity Building, Training
51.

The Capacity building activities during the reporting period included:
i. HIV communication for contract workers and the communities:
-

-

Time: January 9-10, 2018
Content, place, participants: 04 HIV communication sessions, including 01 training
course for employees and workers of the contractor and 03 training courses for the
communities in Khe Sanh and Lao Bao. The total number of participants of the 4 traini
courses was 115 persons.
Lecturer: external consultant

ii. Training on Urban roads O&M:
-

V.

- Time: March 30, 2018 and April 1, 1818
Content, location, composition: PMU coordinated with International Consultant of
PMSCD to organize training workshop on Operation and Maintenance of urban roads
in Dong Ha and Lao Bao. Participants in the workshop included 55 participants from
contractors and officials from related parties.
- Trainers: international and national experts, PMSCD consultants.

GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM (GRM)
52.
The PMU publicized information on the ADB's GRM and accountability mechanism on the
provincial television for 03 times, every 01 week, in December 2017. On 20/12/2017, the PMU sent
Document No.680/PMU-GMS to the local authorities affected by the Project to publicly disclose the
ADB's accountability mechanism to all affected households and community in the GMS project
community.
Complaint handling under the project complies with the approved GRM. Environmental complaints are
presented in the following table.
• Number of new complaints, since the last monitoring: 01
• Number of complaints solved: 0
• Number of complaints being resolved: 01
Table 11. The Grievance Redress Mechanism
Types of complaints

Required actions, responsibility
and time

Resolutions

Old issues from previous reports
None
New issues from this report
Complaints about dust in the
construction area along the Thanh
Nien road
VI.

Project Management Unit,
Contractor, Supervision Unit

Requiring the contractor to
apply spraying water for dust
prevention as prescribed.

CONCLUSIONS
53.
The compliance with the Environmental Management Plan of the subprojects is being
coordinated by the PMU with the implementing parties. During the implementation, many issues
appeared from the Contractors, CS or due to objective reasons but all reasons were discussed and
resolved by the PMU in coordination with the related partiesThere is no serious environmental
pollution or any unfortunate safety incident. All complaints from the people are considered and
satisfactorily resolved.
54.
However, in order to achieve better effectiveness in implementing the Environmental
Management Plan, there are some recommendations as follows:
55.
Request the Contractors to seriously implement the weekly reporting to the Monitoring
Consultant and the PMU to promptly grasp the issues and resolve them timely.
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56.
Request the Monitoring Consultant to intensively cooperate with the PMU to report
immediately upon detecting the Contractors’ problems in order that the PMU can take timely
measures, not to report by end of month.
57.
PMU will strengthen coordination with monitoring consultants combined with enhanced
management role in implementation of environmental management plans.
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VII.

APPENDIX
Appendix 1. Approval Letter for the Site Environmental Management Plan for the DH-RE
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Appendix 2. Checklist: Site instructions of the CSC
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Appendix 3. Checklist: Contractors’ Weekly Environmental Safety Reports
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Appendix 4. The monitoring results of environmental quality in Quarter 1/2018
A. DH-UR ICB and NCB Package
I. Monitoring results
1. Surounding air quality, noise and vibrating levels
* Results:
Table 1. Air quality monitoring results
Result
No.

Parameter

Unit

1

Temperature

2
3

KGTĐH1

KGTĐH2

0C

27,9

29,8

32,0

28,3

28,9

-

Wind speed

m/s

1,3

1,4

1,2

1,2

1,6

-

Total
suspended
solid (TSS)

μg/m3
194

222

221

249

222

4

SO2

μg/m3

5

NO2

μg/m3

6

CO

μg/m3 KPH(2000*)KPH(2000*)KPH(2000*)

Notes:

KGTĐH3 KGTĐH4 KGTĐH5

QCVN 05:2013/
BTNMT

300
KPH(17*) KPH(17*) KPH(17*) KPH(17*) KPH(17*)
36

32

35

350

29

27

200

2076

KPH(2000*)

30.000

- QCVN 05:2013/BTNMT National technical standard for air quality;
- (-): Not regulated

Comments:
The results table (as presented in Table 3.3) show that: At the time of monitoring, the most of air
quality parameters are within the allowed limits in accordance with QCVN 05: 2013 / BTNMT. Detail is
as follows:
- TSS: The TSS content analysis results at 05 positions ranges from 194 to 249 μg/m3 μg/m3,
03/3 locations are within the allowed limits in accordance with QCVN 05: 2013/BTNMT (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 1. TSS variability diagram at monitoring locations
- The toxic gas parameters (SO2, NO2, CO) at five locations are lower than the allowed limit in
accordance with QCVN 05: 2013/BTNMT, CO concentration ranges from 2000 to 2076 µg/m3; NO2
results of varies from 27 - 36 µg/m3, SO2 result is lower than 17 µg/m3 (Figure 3.2; 3.3).

Figure 2. NO2 variability diagram at monitoring locations

Consultant: Quang Tri Center for Natural Resources and Environmental Monitoring
Add: Đông Lương ward, Đông Hà city, Quảng Trị province - Tel: 0233. 3527115
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Figure 3. CO variability diagram at monitoring locations.

Consultant: Quang Tri Center for Natural Resources and Environmental Monitoring
Add: Đông Lương ward, Đông Hà city, Quảng Trị province - Tel: 0233. 3527115
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Báo cáo GSMT giai đoạn thi công – Quý 1 năm 2018 Dự án phát triển đô thị hành lang tiểu
vùng sông Mê Kông tỉnh Quảng Trị - Tiểu dự án: Đường đô thị Đông Hà.
Table 2. Noise and vibration level monitoring results
Results
No

Parameter

Unit
KGTĐH1KGTĐH2KGTĐH3KGTĐH4KGTĐH5

1

Noise

2

Vibration

Note
:

QCVN
26:2010
/BTNMT

QCVN
27:2010
/BTNMT

dB(A)

65,5

64,4

66,2

66,3

67,3

70

-

dB

<60

<60

<60

<60

<60

-

75

- QCVN 26:2010/BTNMT National Technical Regulation on noise ;
- QCVN 27:2010/BTNMT National Technical Regulation on noise on vibration
- “<”: Result is not within measuring range of test method;
- (-): Not regulated

* Comments:
Comparison of noise and vibration measurement results with the norms applicable to
residential areas, hotels, guest houses and administrative agencies according to corresponding
standards (for the application time from 6:00 hrs to 21:00 hrs): At the time of monitoring, vibration and
noise measurement result at 05 locations on 04 roads (Thanh Nien Road and Ward 2 to Dong Luong,
Dong Le road; Ba Trieu road and Hoang Dieu road) were within the allowed limit (70 dB) according to
QCVN 26: 2010/ BTNMT and (75 dB (A)) according to QCVN 27: 2010/BTNMT. During the monitoring
process, it was found that the Contractor did not use construction machinery which make reduction of
noise and vibration level to the the surrounding areas.

Đơn vị thực hiện: Trung tâm Quan trắc Tài nguyên và Môi trường Quảng Trị
Địa chỉ: Phường Đông Lương, thành phố Đông Hà, tỉnh Quảng Trị - ĐT: 0233. 3527115

Figure 4. Vibration level variability diagram at the monitoring locations

Figure 5. Noise level variation diagram at the monitoring location
The air monitoring, noise and vibration level results show that: In locations where there are no
signs of being polluted and impacted by dust, toxic gases (SO2, NO2 and CO), noise and vibration. All
these parameters are within the allowed limits of QCVN 05: 2013/BTNMT, QCVN 26: 2010/BTNMT
and QCVN 27: 2010/BTNMT. This is assesed to be suitable with reality, because at the time of
monitoring, the ground leveling item of Thanh Nien road was completed and Ward 2 to Dong LươngDong Le road has been beeing constructed at 3 locations on the route, Hoang Dieu road and Ba Trieu
road are under construction of ground levelling, there is not many vehicles going into the construction
site and Contractor strictly performs irrigation on the roads. Therefore, This contributed to minimize the
impact on the surrounding environment. There is no many number of motorized means of transporting
soil, stone, sand and they is carefully shielded during the transport process, thus contributing to
minimize the impact on the air quality.

Đơn vị thực hiện: Trung tâm Quan trắc Tài nguyên và Môi trường Quảng Trị
Địa chỉ: Phường Đông Lương, thành phố Đông Hà, tỉnh Quảng Trị - ĐT: 0233. 3527115
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2. Surface water monitoring result
Table 3. Surface water quality monitoring result
Result
MGTĐH1

MGTĐH2

MGTĐH3

NMGTĐH4

NMGTĐH5

QCVN 08-MT: 2015/BTNMT
(cột B1)

oC

25,8

26,4

25,9

25,8

26,4

-

2 TSS

mg/l

9,4

10

6,2

KPH(2,5*)

KPH(2,5*)

50

3 BOD5

mg/l

1,8

2,2

2,0

2,2

1,1

15

4 COD

mg/l

5

8

6

6

4

30

5 Oil and grease

mg/l

KHP(0,18*)

KHP(0,18*)

KHP(0,18*)

KHP(0,18*)

KHP(0,18*)

1

6 As

µg/l

KPH(0,70*)

KPH(0,70*)

KPH(0,70*)

KPH(0,70*)

KPH(0,70*)

50

7 Cd

mg/l

KPH(0,002*)

KPH(0,002*)

KPH(0,002*)

KPH(0,002*)

KPH(0,002*)

0,01

8 Pb

mg/l

KPH(0,01*)

KPH(0,01*)

KPH(0,01*)

KPH(0,01*)

KPH(0,01*)

0,05

9 TPH

mg/l

KPH(0,3*)

KPH(0,3*)

KPH(0,3*)

KPH(0,3*)

KPH(0,3*)

-

10 Coliform

MPN/100ml

240

460

150

23

39

7500

11 E.Coli

MPN/100ml

4

9

KPH

KPH

KPH

100

No.

Parameter

Unit

1 Temperature

*Comments:
The

Notes:

Surface

results (presented in Table
of
monitoring,
all

- QCVN 08-MT:2015/BTNMT National Technical Regulation on surface water quality
- “-”: Not regulated;

Water Quality monitoring

- KPH: Not detected; (*) Limit of detection.

3.5) show that: At the time
monitoring
parameters

were within the allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 08-MT: 2015/BTNMT. (column B1), detail is as follows:
- (TSS): Monitoring Results show that the TSS parameters ranges from <2,5 - 10 mg/l and are within the allowed limits in accordance with QCVN 08-MT:
2015 / BTNMT (column B1), (figure 3.6).
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Figure 6. Total suspended solids (TSS) content variability diagram at monitoring location
- COD, BOD5: The concentration of organic matters in surface water is relatively low, COD changes in the range of 4–8 mg/l, BOD5 changes in the range of
1,1–2,2 mg/l and are within B1 limits in accordance with QCVN 08- MT: 2015/BTNMT. Thereby, the surface water quality has not shown signs of being pulluted by
organic matter. (Figures 3.7 and 3.8)
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Figure 7. BOD5 variability diagram at monitoring locations

Figure 8. COD variability diagram at monitoring locations
- (Coliform and E.Coli): Coliform was found at 5 monitoring locations but lower than the allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 08-MT: 2015/BTNMT
(Column B1) (Figures 3.9 and 3.10).

Figure 9. Coliform variability diagram at monitoring locations
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Figure 10. E.coli variability diagram at monitoring locations
- Heavy metals (As, Pb, Cd), oil and grease products (TPH): The analysis results at 05 monitoring locations were not detected and within the limit in
accordance with QCVN 08-MT : 2015/BTNMT.
3. Conclusion
- As for ambient air environment: At the time of monitoring, the ambient air environment at locations have had no signs of dust and toxic gases (SO2, NO2, CO).
These parameters are in the allowed standards under QCVN 05: 2013/BTNMT
- For noise and vibration: At the time of monitoring, all measurements are within the limits specified in QCVN 26: 2010/BTNMT and QCVN 27: 2010/BTNMT.
- For surface water: At the time of monitoring, all surface water quality parameters are within the limit of QCVN 08-MT: 2015/BTNMT (column B1).
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B. Lao Bao UR package - LBUR
1. Air quality, noise and vibration level
* Results:
Table 4. Air quality monitoring results
Results
No.

Parameters Unit

QCVN
05:2013/
BTNMT

KGTHH
1

KGTHH
2

KGTHH
4

KGTHH
5

KGTHH
6

KGTHH
7

KGTHH
8

KGTHH
9

KGTHH
10

oC

29,2

28,5

28,1

29,2

27,5

28,3

29,1

29,5

28,7

-

m/s

1,4

1,6

2,0

1,7

1,5

1,4

1,4

1,7

1,9

-

1

Temperature

2

Wind speed

3

TSP

μg/m3

222

194

139

167

222

250

250

194

222

300

4

SO2

μg/m3

KPH
(17*)

KPH
(17*)

KPH
(17*)

KPH
(17*)

KPH
(17*)

KPH
(17*)

KPH
(17*)

KPH
(17*)

KPH
(17*)

350

5

NO2

μg/m3

31

28

23

25

34

30

32

28

26

200

6

CO

μg/m3

2288

KPH
(2000*)

KPH
(2000*)

KPH
(2000*)

2226

KPH
(2000*)

KPH
(2000*)

KPH
(2000*)

KPH
(2000*)

30.000

Notes:

- QCVN 05:2013/BTNMT National technical standard for ambient air quality;
- (-): Not regulated

Comments:
Through the results of measurement and analysis (as presented in Table 3.1) show that: At the time of monitoring air quality, there is no signal of polluted
TSP and toxic gases (SO2, NO2 and CO). These parameters are within the allowed limits in accordance with National Technical standard for ambient air quality
QCVN 05:2013/BTNMT, detail is as follows:
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- TSP concentration ranges from 139 – 250 μg/m3 and is within the allowed limit (300 μg/m 3)
according to QCVN 26: 2010/BTNMT (Figure 3.1).

Figure 11. TSP variability graph at monitoring locations
- The toxic gas parameters (SO2, NO2, CO) at 0 locations are much lower than the allowed
limit in accordance with QCVN 05: 2013/BTNMT, CO concentration results ranges <2000 - 2288 µg/m3,
the result of NO2 varies from 23 - 34 µg/m3, results of SO2 is lower 17 µg/m3 at 9 monitoring locations
(Figure 3.2; 3.3)

Figure 12. The NO2 variability diagram at the monitoring locations

Consultant: Quang Tri Center for Natural Resources and Environmental Monitoring
Add: Đông Lương ward, Đông Hà city, Quảng Trị province - Tel: 0233. 3527115
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Figure 1.3. The CO variability diagram at the monitoring location

Consultant: Quang Tri Center for Natural Resources and Environmental Monitoring
Add: Đông Lương ward, Đông Hà city, Quảng Trị province - Tel: 0233. 3527115
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Table 5. Results on monitoring noise and vibration level
Results
No

Parameter

1

Noise

2

Vibration

QCVN
26:2010
/BTNMT

QCVN
27:2010
/BTNMT

63,8

70

-

<60

-

75

Unit

KGTHH
1

KGTHH
2

KGTHH
4

KGTHH
5

KGTHH
6

KGTHH
7

KGTHH
8

KGTHH
9

KGTHH
10

dB(A)

67,5

68,1

64,3

66,2

66,6

67,1

65,9

65,7

dB

<60

<60

<60

<60

<60

<60

<60

<60

Note
s:

- QCVN 26:2010/BTNMT National Technical Regulation on noise ;
- QCVN 27:2010/BTNMT National Technical Regulation on vibration level
- “<”:The result is not within tthe measuring range of the test method;
- (-): No regulated

*Comments:
The noise level measurement results ranges from 63.6 to 68.1 dB (A), vibration level measurement result ranges from <60 dB, comparing noise and vibration
level results to the regulation level with normal areas (including apartment buildings, individual housing, hotels, guest houses, administrative agencies) based on
corresponding standards (from 6 hours - 21 hours): At the time of monitoring, vibration and noise level measurement result at 9 locations were within the allowed
limits (70 dB (A)) in accordance with QCVN 26: 2010/BTNMT and (75 dB) in accordance with QCVN 27: 2010/BTNMT (Figure 3.5; 3.6). During construction
process, the noise and vibration mainly generated from the operation of the transport vehicles on the construction site. During the monitoring process, it was
found that the Contractor did not use roller, but mainly excavator and dump trucks, etc., which make reduction of noise and vibration level to the the surrounding
areas
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.
Figure 14. Noise level variability graph at the monitoring locations

Figure 15. Vibration level variability graph at the monitoring locations
As a result of air monitoring, noise and vibration level show that: In locations where there are
no signs of polluted and impacted by dust, toxic gases (SO 2, NO2 and CO), noise and vibration. All
these parameters are within the allowed limits according to QCVN 05: 2013/BTNMT, QCVN 26:
2010/BTNMT and QCVN 27: 2010/BTNMT. This is assesed to be suitable with reality, because at the
time of monitoring, the ground leveling of some roads has been already completed and pavement has
been casted concrete (road along Sepon river, roads in the flooded area), there are not many vehicles
going into the construction site and Contractor strictly performs irrigation on the roads. Therefore,
contributed to minimize the impact on the surrounding environment.

Consultant: Quang Tri Center for Natural Resources and Environmental Monitoring
Add: Đông Lương ward, Đông Hà city, Quảng Trị province - Tel: 0233. 3527115
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2. Surface water monitoring results
Table 6. Surface water quality monitoring results
Results
No.

Parameter

MGTHH1

MGTHH2

MGTHH4

MGTHH5

MGTHH7

MGTHH8

MGTHH9

QCVN 08-MT
:2015/BTNMT
(cột B1)

oC

25,4

25,9

23,9

23,7

24,1

25,0

26,3

-

Unit

1

Temperature

2

TSS

mg/l

4,2

5,4

35

6,4

10

12

14

50

3

BOD5

mg/l

1,3

1,9

11

1,4

2,2

1,6

2,4

15

4

COD

mg/l

10

7

48

8

6

8

14

30

5

Oil
grease

mg/l

KPH(0,18*)

KPH(0,18*)

KPH(0,18*)

KPH(0,18*)

KPH(0,18*)

KPH(0,18*)

KPH(0,18*)

1

6

As

μg/l

KPH(0,70*)

KPH(0,70*)

KPH(0,70*)

KPH(0,70*)

KPH(0,70*)

KPH(0,70*)

KPH(0,70*)

50

7

Cd

mg/l

KPH(0,002*)

KPH(0,002*)

KPH(0,002*)

KPH(0,002*)

KPH(0,002*)

KPH(0,002*)

KPH(0,002*)

0,01

8

Pb

mg/l

KPH(0,01*)

KPH(0,01*)

KPH(0,01*)

KPH(0,01*)

KPH(0,01*)

KPH(0,01*)

KPH(0,01*)

0,05

9

TPH

mg/l

KPH(0,3*)

KPH(0,3*)

KPH(0,3*)

KPH(0,3*)

KPH(0,3*)

KPH(0,3*)

KPH(0,3*)

-

10

Coliform

2400

4600

24000

93

1100

2400

1100

7500

11

E.Coli

230

210

1500

43

150

150

15

100

and

MPN/100m
l
MPN/100m
l

Notes:

- QCVN 08-MT:2015/BTNMT National Technical Regulation on surface water quality
- “-”: Not regulated;
- KPH: Not detected; (*) Limit of detection.
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* Comments:
The Surface Water Quality monitoring results (as presented in Table 3.5) show that: At the
time of monitoring, all monitoring parameters were within the allowed limit in accordance with QCVN
08-MT: 2015/BTNMT. (column B1), detail is as follows:
- TSS: Monitoring results show that the TSS parameters ranges from 4,2 - 35 mg/l and the
most of them are within the allowed limits in accordance with QCVN 08-MT: 2015 / BTNMT (column
B1) (Figure 16)

Figure 16. Total suspended solids (TSS) content variability diagram at monitoring location
- COD, BOD5: The concentration of organic matters in surface water is relatively low, COD
changes in the range of 56–48 mg/l, BOD5 changes in the range of 1,3–11 mg/l and are within B1
limits in accordance with QCVN 08- MT: 2015/BTNMT. Thereby, the surface water quality has not
shown signs of pollution by organic matter. (Figures 17 and 18).

Figure 17. BOD5 variability diagram at monitoring location
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Figure 18. COD variability diagram at monitoring location
- (Coliform and E.Coli): Coliform and E.Coli were found at 7/7 monitoring locations but are
lower than the allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 08-MT: 2015/BTNMT (Column B1), except for
location of MGTHH1, MGTHH2, MGTHH4, MGTHH7, MGTHH8 where density exceeds the allowed
limit. Details are as follows:
+ At location of MGTHH1 (At the ravine in the construction area of box culvert of Hung Vuong
road) E.Coli density exceeds 2,3 times the allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 08MT:2015/BTNMT (B1 column).
+ At location of MGTHH2 (At the ravine in the construction area of box culvert of Doan Khue
road), E.Coli density exceeds 2,1 times the allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 08MT:2015/BTNMT (B1 column).
+ At location of MGTHH4 (At the ravine (start pont of route) in the construction area of the
urban road along Sepon river in Lao Bao town), Coliform density exceeds 3,2 times the allowed limit
and E.Coli exceeds 15 times the allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 08-MT:2015/BTNMT (B1
column).
+ At location of MGTHH7 (At th the construction area of Hoang Hoa Tham road (the end
point), urban roads in the flooded area in Lao Bao town) and location of MGTHH8 (at Lao Bao lake,
near the construction area of Thach Han road (end point of route)), E.Coli density exceeds 1,5 times
the allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 08-MT:2015/BTNMT (B1 column). (Figure 19 and 20).
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Figure 19. Coliform variability diagram at the monitoring locations

Figure 20. E.coli variability diagram at the monitoring locations
- Heavy metals (As, Pb, Cd), oil and grease products (TPH): The analysis results at 03
monitoring locations were not detected and within the allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 08-MT :
2015/BTNMT.
The surface water quality result show that the quality of surface water in the project area is
quite good, the construction activities of routes (as Hung Vuong road, Doan Khue road, Truong Cong
Dinh road in Khe Sanh town; To Huu road, Urban road along Sepon river, roads in flooded area) have
not significantly affected the surface water quality of the project area. Surface water ensure supply for
the purpose of irrigation or other use proposes with similar water quality requirements.
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3. Conclusions:
- Regarding the air quality: At the time of monitoring, the air quality at monitoring locations where
there are no signs of polluted dust and toxic gases (SO 2, NO2, CO). These parameters are within the
allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 05: 2013 / BTNMT
- Regarding noise and vibration level: At the time of monitoring, the measurement results are
within the allowed limits in accordance with QCVN 26: 2010/BTNMT and QCVN 27: 2010/BTNMT.
- Regarding surface water: At the time of monitoring, most surface water quality parameters meet the
allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 08-MT: 2015/BTNMT (column B1), except for coliform
parameters at MGTHH4 and E.coli parameters at MGTHH1, MGTHH2, MGTHH4, MGTHH7 and
MGTHH8.
C. Dong Ha River Embankment package – DHRE
1. Air quality, noise and vibration level
* Results:
Table 7. Air quality monitoring results
Result
No.

Parameter

Unit
KKSH1

KKSH2

KKSH3

QCVN 05:2013/
BTNMT

QCVN
26:2010
/BTNMT

-

70

1

Noise level

dB(A)

67,2

66,9

67,3

2

Total suspended
μg/m3
solid (TSS)

194

222

250

3

SO2

μg/m3

KPH(17*)

KPH(17*)

KPH(17*)

350

-

4

NO2

μg/m3

28

43

36

200

-

5

CO

μg/m3 KPH(2000*) KPH(2000*) KPH(2000*)

30.000

-

Notes:

300

-

- QCVN 05:2013/BTNMT National technical standard on air quality;
- QCVN 26:2010/BTNMT National technical standard on noise;
- (-):Not regulated

Comments:
The results table (as presented in Table 3.3) show that: At the time of monitoring, the most of air
quality parameters are within the allowed limits in accordance with QCVN 05: 2013/BTNMT and
QCVN 26:2010/BTNMT. Detail is as follows:
- TSS: The TSS content analysis results at 03 locations varies from 194 – 250 μg/m3 and all are
within the allowed limits in accordance with QCVN 05: 2013/BTNMT (Figure 21).
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Figure 21. TSS variability diagram at monitoring locations
- The toxic gas parameters (SO2, NO2, CO) at 3 locations are lower than the allowed limit in
accordance with QCVN 05: 2013/BTNMT, NO2 concentration varies from 27 - 36 µg/m3; CO
concentration is lower 2000 µg/m3, SO2 result is lower than 17 µg/m3 (Figure 22).

Figure 22. NO2 variability diagram at monitoring locations
- Noise level: Measurement result at 03 locations varies from 66,9 – 67,3 dB(A) and all are
within the allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 26:2010/BTNMT. (Figure 23)
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Figure 23. Noise level variability diagram at the monitoring locations
The measurement and analysis results show that: At the time of monitoring air and noise level
at locations, there are no signs of being polluted and impacted by dust, toxic gases (SO2, NO2 and
CO), noise. All these parameters are within the allowed limits of QCVN 05: 2013/BTNMT, QCVN 26:
2010/BTNMT. This is assesed to be suitable with reality, during the construction of section I, IIb, III,
there is no many number of motorized means of transporting soil, stone, sand and they is carefully
shielded during the transport process, thus contributing to minimize the impact on the air quality.
2. Soil monitoring result
Table 8. Soil monitoring result
Result
No.

Parameter

MĐKSH1

ĐKSH2

ĐKSH3

QCVN
03:2015/BTNMT
(Agricultural land)

Unit

1

As

µg/kg

282

188

330

15.000

2

Cd

mg/kg

KPH(0,84*)

KPH(0,84*)

KPH(0,84*)

1,5

3

Pb

mg/kg

KPH(9,33*)

KPH(9,33*)

KPH(9,33*)

70

4

Oil and grease

mg/kg

29,9

62,7

46,4

-

5

Hidrocarbons

mg/kg

20,1

26,5

32,2

-

Notes:

- QCVN 03:2015/BTNMT National technical regulation on allowed limits of heavy metals
in soil;
- (-): No-regulation

- KPH: Not detected; (*) Limit of detection (LOD).
Comments:
The soil quality monitoring results show that: At the time of monitoring, all monitoring
parameters were within the allowed limits in accordance with QCVN 03: 2015/BTNMT: National
technical regulation on allowed limits of heavy metals in soil (agricultural land) as follows:
- As parameter: Results of analysis of arsenic content in soil at 03 locations ranges from 188 –
330 µg/kg and are within the allowed limits in accordance with QCVN 03: 2015/BTNMT.
- Cd and Pb parameters: The results of Cadmium and Lead analysis in soil at 03 locations
were lower 0,84 mg/kg regardomg Cd and lower 9,33 mg/kg regarding Pb and are within the allowed
limit in accordance with QCVN 03: 2015 / BTNMT.
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- Oil and grease, hidrocarbons parameters: Results of analysis of oil and grease content in soil
at 3 locations ranges from 29,9 - 62,7 mg/kg and the content of hidrocarbons ranges from 20,1 - 32,2
mg/kg.
During the construction process, the Contractor have strictly complied the mitigation,
management and treatment of waste. This has limited maximum impact on the soil quality at
construction sites ( Section I. IIb, III) and found that the air has no signs of being affected by the
project activities.
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3. Surface water monitoring result
* Result
Table 8. Surface water quality monitoring result
Result
TT

Parameter

Unit
NMKSH1

MKSH2

MKSH3

mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l

6,6
6,5
KPH(2,5*)
2,4
8
0,63
0,34
KPH(0,04*)
0,22
KPH(0,03*)
KPH(0,04*)
KPH(0,01*)
KPH(0,002*)
KHP(0,18*)

7,1
6,8
16
1,9
6
0,20
0,20
KPH(0,04*)
0,34
KPH(0,03*)
KPH(0,04*)
KPH(0,01*)
KPH(0,002*)
KHP(0,18*)

7,3
6,7
14
2,7
KPH(3*)
0,93
0,28
KPH(0,04*)
0,46
KPH(0,03*)
KPH(0,04*)
KPH(0,01*)
KPH(0,002*)
KHP(0,18*)

15 Coliform

MPN/100ml

150

460

150

16 E.Coli

MPN/100ml

9

9
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

-

pH
DO
TSS
BOD5
COD
NH4-N
NO3-N
PO4-P
Fe
Cu
Zn
Pb
Cd
Oil and grease

Notes:

- QCVN 08-MT:2015/BTNMT National Technical Regulation on surface water quality
- “-”: Not regulated;
- KPH: Not detected; (*) Limit of detection.

Consultant: Quang Tri Center for Natural Resources and Environmental Monitoring
Add: Đông Lương ward, Đông Hà city, Quảng Trị province - Tel: 0233. 3527115
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* Comments:
The Surface Water Quality monitoring results (presented in Table 3.5) show that: At the time
of monitoring, all monitoring parameters were within the allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 08MT: 2015/BTNMT. (column B1), detail is as follows:
- pH value: ranges from 6,8 – 7,3 and is within the allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 08MT: 2015/BTNMT (B1 column). (Figure 24)

Figure 24. pH value variability diagram at monitoring locations
DO content: ranges from 6,5 - 6,8 (mg/l) is within the allowed limit in accordance with QCVN
08-MT: 2015/BTNMT (B1 column). (Figure 3.5)

Figure 25. DO value variability diagram at monitoring locations
- (TSS): Monitoring results show that the TSS parameters ranges from < 2,5 mg/l - 16 mg/l is
within the allowed limits in accordance with QCVN 08-MT: 2015 / BTNMT (column B1), (figure 26).

Consultant: Quang Tri Center for Natural Resources and Environmental Monitoring
Add: Đông Lương ward, Đông Hà city, Quảng Trị province - Tel: 0233. 3527115
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Figure 26. Total suspended solids (TSS) content variability diagram at monitoring locations
- COD, BOD5: The concentration of organic matters in surface water is relatively low, COD
changes in the range of < 3 mg/l - 8 mg/l, BOD5 changes in the range of 1,9 – 2,7 mg/l and are within
B1 limits in accordance with QCVN 08- MT: 2015/BTNMT. Thereby, the surface water quality has not
shown signs of being polluted by organic matter. (Figures 3.7 and 3.8)

Figure 27. BOD5 variability diagram at monitoring locations

Consultant: Quang Tri Center for Natural Resources and Environmental Monitoring
Add: Đông Lương ward, Đông Hà city, Quảng Trị province - Tel: 0233. 3527115
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Figure 3.8. COD variability diagram at monitoring locations
- (NH4-N, NO3-N, PO4-P) nutrients: Most concentrations of nutrients in surface water are
relatively low and are within the allowed limits in accordance with QCVN 08-MT: 2015 / BTNMT
(column B1), detail is as follows:
+ NH4-N: NH4-N concentration value changes in the range of 0,20 – 0,93 mg/l and are within
the allowed limits in accordance with QCVN 08-MT: 2015 / BTNMT (column B1), except for MKSH3
location, value is approximated with the allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 08-MT:2015/BTNMT
(B1 column); (Figure 3.9)

Figure 29. NH4-N concentration variability diagram at monitoring locations
+ NO3-N: NO3-N concentration changes in the range of 0,20 – 0,34 mg/l is within the allowed
limits in accordance with QCVN 08-MT: 2015 / BTNMT (column B1) (Figure 30)

Consultant: Quang Tri Center for Natural Resources and Environmental Monitoring
Add: Đông Lương ward, Đông Hà city, Quảng Trị province - Tel: 0233. 3527115
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Figure 30. NO3-N concentration variability diagram at monitoring locations
+ PO4-P: Results of the analysis at 03 locations did not detect the presence of PO4-P
parameters with detected concentration limit is 0.04 mg/l
- (Coliform và E.Coli): The coliform and E.coli has detected at 03 monitoring locations but are
within the allowed limits in accordance with QCVN 08-MT: 2015 / BTNMT (column B1) (Figure 31 and
32)

Figure 31. Coliform variability diagram at monitoring locations

Consultant: Quang Tri Center for Natural Resources and Environmental Monitoring
Add: Đông Lương ward, Đông Hà city, Quảng Trị province - Tel: 0233. 3527115
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Figure 32. E.coli variability diagram at monitoring locations
- The metals (As, Pb, Cd), oil and grease content: The analysis results at 03 monitoring
locations are within the allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 08-MT : 2015/BTNMT (B1 column).
Surface water monitoring quality results show that the quality of surface water in the subproject area is quite good. The construction of the embankments of the Hieu River ( Section I, IIb and
III) has not significantly affected the quality of surface water in the area. Surface water is provided for
the purpose of irrigation or other uses with similar water quality requirements.

Consultant: Quang Tri Center for Natural Resources and Environmental Monitoring
Add: Đông Lương ward, Đông Hà city, Quảng Trị province - Tel: 0233. 3527115
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4. Underground water monitoring results
* Result
Table 9. Underground water monitoring results
Results
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Parameter
pH
TS
COD
Hardness
NH4-N
NO2-N
NO3-N
Fe
Cu
Zn
Pb
Cd
Sulfate
Oil and grease
Coliform
E.Coli
Notes:

NNKSH1

NKSH2

NKSH3

QCVN 09-MT: 2015/
BTNMT (B1 column)

7,3
519
1,4
145
KPH(0,02*)
KPH(0,01*)
KPH(0,04*)
0,24
KPH(0,03*)
KPH(0,04*)
KPH(0,01*)
KPH(0,002*)
KPH(3*)
KPH(0,18*)
23
KPH

7,5
4898
0,71
761
KPH(0,02*)
KPH(0,01*)
2,24
0,22
KPH(0,03*)
KPH(0,04*)
KPH(0,01*)
KPH(0,002*)
KPH(3*)
KPH(0,18*)
23
KPH

7,4
3334
1,4
81
2,16
KPH(0,01*)
0,65
0,55
KPH(0,03*)
KPH(0,04*)
KPH(0,01*)
KPH(0,002*)
KPH(3*)
KPH(0,18*)
4
KPH

5,5-8,5
4
500
1
1
15
5
1
3
0,01
0,005
400
3
KPH

Unit
-

mg/l
mg/l
mgCaCO3/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
MPN/100ml
MPN/100ml

- QCVN 09-MT:2015/BTNMT National Technical Regulation on quality of underground
water quality
- “-”: Not regulated;
- KPH: Not detected; (*) Limit of detection.

Consultant: Quang Tri Center for Natural Resources and Environmental Monitoring
Add: Đông Lương ward, Đông Hà city, Quảng Trị province - Tel: 0233. 3527115
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* Comments:
The Underground water quality monitoring results (presented in Table 3.6) show that: At the
time of monitoring, most monitoring parameters are within the allowed limit in QCVN 09MT:2015/BTNMT, detail is as follows:
- pH value: changes in the range of 7,3 – 7,5 and is within the allowed limit in accordance with
QCVN 09-MT:2015/BTNMT (Figure 33)

Figure 33. pH value variability diagram at monitoring locations
- (COD): The concentration of organic matters in underground water at 3 locations is relatively
low, COD changes in the range of 0,71 – 1,4 mg/l and is within B1 limits in accordance with QCVN 09MT:2015/BTNMT (Figure 34)

Figure 34. (COD) variability diagram at monitoring location
- Hardness: Results of the analysis at 03 locations: the hardness is detected at all 3 locations,
in which 2/3 of the locations are within the allowed limit and 1/3 locations (At NKSH2: Nguyen Van Loi
household, near the construction area of section III (km1 + 100), ward 2, Dong Ha city) exceeds 1.5
times the allowed limit according to QCVN 09-MT: 2015/BTNMT. (Figure 3.15)
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Figure 35. Hardness variability diagram at monitoring location
- (NH4-N, NO3-N, PO4-P) nutrients: Most concentrations of nutrients in surface water are
relatively low and are within the allowed limits in accordance with QCVN 09-MT:2015/BTNMT, detail
is as follows:
+ NH4-N: NH4-N concentration value changes in the range of < 0,02 – 2,16 mg/l and are
within the allowed limits in accordance with QCVN 09-MT: 2015/BTNMT, except for NKSH3 location,
value exceeds 2,2 times the allowed limit regulated QCVN 09-MT:2015/BTNMT; (Figure 36)

Figure 36. NH4-N variability diagram at monitoring locations
+ NO3-N: NO3-N concentration changes in the range of 0,04 – 2,24 mg/l is within the allowed
limits in accordance with QCVN 09-MT:2015/BTNMT (Figure 37).
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Figure 37. NO3-N variability diagram at monitoring locations
+ NO2-N: Results of the analysis at 03 locations did not detect the presence of PO4-P
parameters with detected concentration limit is 0,01 mg/l
- The metals (Fe, Cu, Zn, Pb, Cd), sulfate; oil and grease content: The analysis results at 03
monitoring locations are within the allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 09-MT : 2015/BTNMT.
- (Coliform và E.Coli): The E.coli has not been detected at 03 monitoring locations; Coliform
has been detected and value exceeds 1,3-7,6 times the allowed limit as regulated in QCVN 09-MT:
2015 / BTNMT (Figure 38)

Figure 38. Coliform variability diagram at monitoring locations
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5. Conclusion
- Regarding the air quality and noise: At the time of monitoring, the air quality at monitoring
locations has no signs of being polluted, dust and toxic gases (SO2, NO2, CO) and noise. These
parameters are within the allowed limit as regulated in QCVN 05:2013/BTNMT and QCVN
26:2010/BTNMT
- Regarding soil quality: At the time of monitoring, the parameters are within the permitted limits
in accordance with QCVN 03: 2015 / BTNMT. Soil quality at 3 locations has not shown any signs of
being affected by the sub-project activities.
- Regarding surface water: At the time of monitoring, most surface water quality parameters are
within the allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 08-MT: 2015/BTNMT (column B1), except for NH4N parameter at MKSH3 location
- Regarding underground water: At the time of monitoring, most parameters are within the
allowed limit as regulated in QCVN 09-MT:2015/BTNMT. Except for hardness parameter at location of
NKSH2; NH4-N at NKSH3 location and Coliform at NNKSH1, NKSH2, NKSH3 locations.
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